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Abstract
Hand amputation could dramatically degrade the life quality of amputees. Many amputees
use prostheses to restore part of the hand functions. Myoelectric prosthesis provides the most
dexterous control. However, they are facing high rejection rate. One of the reasons is the lack
of sensory feedback. There is a need for providing sensory feedback for myoelectric prosthesis
users. It can improve object manipulation abilities, enhance the perceptual embodiment
of myoelectric prostheses and help reduce phantom limb pain. This PhD work focuses on
building bi-directional prostheses for upper limb amputees.
In the introduction chapter, ﬁrst, an overview of upper limb amputee demographics and
upper limb prosthesis is given. Then the human somatosensory system is brieﬂy introduced.
The next part reviews invasive and non-invasive sensory feedback methods reported in the
literature. The rest of the chapter describes the motivation of the project and the thesis
organization.
The ﬁrst step to build a bi-directional prostheses is to investigate natural and robust multifunc-
tional prosthetic control. Most of the commerical prostheses apply non-pattern recognition
based myoelectric control methods, which offers only limited functionalities. In this thesis
work, pattern recognition based prosthetic control employing three commonly used and
representative machine learning algorithms is investigated. Three datasets involving different
levels of upper arm movements are used for testing the algorithm effectiveness. The inﬂu-
ence of time-domain features, window and increment sizes, algorithms, and post-processing
techniques are analyzed and discussed.
The next three chapters address different aspects of providing sensory feedback. The ﬁrst
focus of sensory feedback process is the automatic phantom map detection. Many amputees
have referred sensation from their missing hand on their residual limbs (phantom maps).
This skin area can serve as a target for providing amputees with non-invasive tactile sensory
feedback. One of the challenges of providing sensory feedback on the phantom map is to
deﬁne the accurate boundary of each phantom digit because the phantom map distribution
varies from person to person. Automatic phantom map detection methods based on four
decomposition support vector machine algorithms and three sampling methods are proposed.
The accuracy and training/ classiﬁcation time of each algorithm using a dense stimulation
array and two coarse stimulation arrays are presented and compared.
The next focus of the thesis is to develop non-invasive tactile display. The design and psy-
chophysical testing results of three types of non-invasive tactile feedback arrays are presented:
two with vibrotactile modality and one with multi modality. For vibrotactile, two types of
iii
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miniaturized vibrators: eccentric rotating masses (ERMs) and linear resonant actuators (LRAs)
were ﬁrst tested on healthy subjects and their effectiveness was compared. Then the ERMs
are integrated into a vibrotactile glove to assess the feasibility of providing sensory feedback
for unilateral upper limb amputees on the contralateral hand. For multimodal stimulation,
miniature multimodal actuators integrating servomotors and vibrators were designed. The
actuator can be used to deliver both high-frequency vibration and low-frequency pressures
simultaneously. By utilizing two modalities at the same time, the actuator stimulates different
types of mechanoreceptors and thus has the potential to increase the band width to transfer
tactile information.
The tactile displays are then integrated into sensory feedback systems, which consist of pres-
sure sensors, processing units, communication modules, and the tactile feedback arrays. Pilot
experiments have been conducted with amputees and/or healthy subjects in both passive
multi-site tactile stimuli discrimination tasks and active objects manipulation tasks. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that the tactile sensory feedback system have positive impacts on
the functionality of the hand prosthesis.
Keywords: Sensory feedback, Myoelectric prosthetic control, Pattern recogntion, Non-invasive
sensory substitution, Hand amputees, Upper Limb Prostheses
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Zusammenfassung
Eine Handamputation kann die Lebensqualität von Amputierten dramatisch verschlechtern.
Viele Amputierte verwenden Prothesen, um einen Teil der Handfunktionen wiederherzustel-
len. Myoelektrische Prothese bieten zwar die beste Kontrolle, jedoch besteht immer noch
eine hohe Ablehnungsrate. Einer der Gründe ist die fehlende sensorische Rückmeldung. Ein
funktionierendes sensorisches Feedback für Nutzer von myoelektrischen Prothesen kann die
Objektmanipulationsfähigkeiten verbessern, die wahrnehmbare Verkörperung von der Pro-
these verbessern und dazu beitragen, Phantomschmerzen zu reduzieren. Diese Doktorarbeit
konzentriert sich auf den Aufbau von bidirektionalen Prothesen für Amputierte der oberen
Gliedmaßen.
Im Einführungskapitel wird zunächst ein Überblick über die Demographie von Amputierten
der oberen Extremitäten gegeben und die verschiedenen Arten von Armprothese behandelt.
Außerdem wird das menschliche somatosensorische System kurz vorgestellt. Der nächste Teil
behandelt invasive und nicht-invasive sensorische Feedback-Methoden, die in der Literatur
beschrieben werden. Der Rest des Kapitels beschreibt die Motivation des Projekts und die
Organisation der Arbeit.
Der erste Schritt zum Aufbau einer bidirektionalen Prothese ist die zuverlässige und robuste
multifunktionale prothetische Kontrolle. Die meisten kommerziellen Prothesen verwenden
keine mustererkennungsbasierten myoelektrischen Steuerverfahren, die nur begrenzte Funk-
tionalitäten bereitstellen. In dieser Arbeit wird die prothetische Kontrolle auf der Grundlage
von Mustererkennung, unter Verwendung von drei häuﬁg verwendeten und repräsentativen
Algorithmen für das maschinelle Lernen, untersucht. Drei Datensätze mit verschiedenen
Ebenen der Oberarmbewegungen werden zum Testen der Algorithmuswirksamkeit verwendet.
Der Einﬂuss von Zeitbereichsmerkmalen, Fenster- und Inkrementgrößen sowie Algorithmen
wird analysiert und diskutiert.
Die nächsten drei Kapitel befassen sich mit verschiedenen Aspekten der sensorischen Rück-
meldung. Der erste Schwerpunkt des sensorischen Feedbackprozesses ist die automatische
Phantomkartenerkennung. Viele Amputierte haben die Empﬁndung ihrer fehlenden Hand auf
ihren verbleibenden Gliedmaßen übertragen (Phantomkarte). Dieser Bereich des Armes kann
genutzt werden, Amputierten nicht-invasive fühlbare sensorische Rückkopplungen zu geben.
Eine der Herausforderungen von sensorischem Feedback auf der Phantomkarte besteht darin,
die genaue Grenze jedes Phantombereichs zu deﬁnieren, da die Phantomkartenverteilung
von Person zu Person variiert. Es werden automatische Phantomkartenerkennungsverfahren
vorgeschlagen, die auf vier „decomposition support vector machine“ Algorithmen und drei
v
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Abtastverfahren basieren. Die Genauigkeit und Trainings- / Klassiﬁzierungszeit jedes Algorith-
mus, der ein dichtes und zwei grobe Stimulationsarrays verwendet, werden präsentiert und
verglichen.
Ein weiterer Schwerpunkt der Arbeit ist die Entwicklung eines nicht-invasiven taktilen Rück-
meldesystems. Das Design und die psychophysischen Testergebnisse von drei Arten von
nichtinvasiven taktilen Feedback-Arrays werden vorgestellt: zwei mit vibrotaktilen Verfahren
und eines mit multimodeler Stimulation. Für die Vibrationsverfahren wurden zwei Arten von
miniaturisierten Vibratoren getestet: exzentrisch rotierende Massen (ERMs) und linear reso-
nant Aktuatoren (LRAs) wurden zuerst an gesunden Probanden getestet und ihre Wirksamkeit
wurde verglichen. Danach wurden die ERMs in einen vibrotaktilen Handschuh integriert, um
die Möglichkeit einer sensorischen Rückmeldung für einseitig Oberarmamamputierte an der
kontralateralen Hand zu beurteilen. Für die multimodale Stimulation wurden miniaturisierte
multimodale Aktuatoren mit Servomotoren und Vibratoren entwickelt. Der Aktuator kann
verwendet werden, um sowohl hochfrequente Vibrationen als auch niederfrequente Drücke
gleichzeitig zu erzeugen. Durch die simultane Verwendung von zwei Modalitäten stimuliert
der Aktuator verschiedene Arten von Mechanorezeptoren und hat somit das Potenzial, die
Bandbreite zu erhöhen, um taktile Informationen zu übertragen.
Die taktilen Rückmeldesysteme wurden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit in sensorische Feedback-
Systeme integriert. Das sensorische Rückmeldesystem besteht aus Drucksensoren, Verar-
beitungseinheiten, Kommunikationsmodulen und den taktilen Feedback-Arrays. Es wurden
Pilotexperimente mit Amputierten und/oder gesunden Probanden sowohl für passive Tastsi-
mulationsaufgaben als auch für Manipulationsaufgaben mit aktiven Objekten durchgeführt.
Experimentelle Ergebnisse zeigen, dass das taktile sensorische Rückkopplungssystem positive
Auswirkungen auf die Funktionalität der Handprothese hat.
Stichwörter: Sensorische Rückkopplung, Myoelektrische prothetische Kontrolle, Musterer-
kennung, nicht-invasive sensorische Substitution, Handamputierte, Prothesen der oberen
Extremitäten
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1 Introduction
This thesis describes different aspects in bi-directional control and feedback for upper limb
prosthetic users. The problems with current prostheses and challenges for increasing prosthe-
sis acceptance rates are ﬁrst highlighted, and then the pattern-recognition based prosthetic
control methods are depicted. The rest of the thesis focuses on different non-invasive sensory
feedback methods.
1.1 Upper limb amputees and upper limb prostheses
Hand amputation is a dramatic event that can greatly degrade the life quality of the amputee.
The major causes of upper extremity amputation are trauma, dysvascularity, and neoplasia
[1]. Depending on the amputation level, upper extremity amputation can be classiﬁed into
partial hand amputation, wrist disarticulation, transradial (below elbow), transhumeral (above
elbow), shoulder disarticulation, and forequarter amputations (Fig. 1.1).
About 80% of upper limb amputees are reported to use prostheses [3]. A hand/arm prosthesis
is a device that aims to replace, at least partially, the functionality of the missing hand and/or
arms. The upper limb prostheses can be categorized into passive prostheses and active
prostheses. Passive or cosmetic prostheses mainly serve an aesthetic purpose and sometimes
help to balance the body to avoid spinal misalignment (Fig. 1.2(a)) [4]. Active prostheses offer
active grasping functions.
Within the active prostheses, the body-powered (BP) prostheses can be open and closed
through a harness and cable system worn on the shoulder (Fig. 1.2(b)). Depending on their
mode of operation, BP prostheses are further divided into a voluntary opening type and a
voluntary closing type [5]. Experiments have indicated that voluntary closing prostheses have
a faster operation speed compared to that of voluntary opening prostheses, when tested with
standard clinical outcome measures. However, the most highly desired BP prosthesis control
combines both voluntary closing and voluntary opening, so that the user can switch between
the two operation modes for different tasks [6]. BP prostheses are simple to use, robust, and
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Figure 1.1 – Illustration of amputation levels [2]
inexpensive. However, their drawbacks include high energy expenditure from the user and
a limited control interface: most BP prostheses only offer one degree-of-freedom (DoF) at a
time [7].
The other type of active prostheses are externally powered ones. In previous research, hy-
draulic and pneumatic prostheses have both been proposed. In the current market, however,
electrically powered prostheses are the main form of externally-powered active prostheses.
Electrically powered prostheses can be controlled through brain-machine interfaces [8, 9, 10]
and peripheral interfaces [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], or electromyographic (EMG) signals. Most
commercial prostheses are controlled through EMG signals. Theses types of prostheses are
referred as myoelectric prostheses (Fig. 1.2(c))). EMG signals represent the muscle generated
electrical currents during contraction, and describe neuromuscular activities [17]. Commer-
cial myoelectric prostheses generally apply two EMG electrodes over the ﬂexor and extensor
muscles of the forearm for transradial amputees, or over the biceps and triceps for tran-
shumeral amputees, or over the pectoral muscle and deltoid for shoulder disarticulation
amputees. In the current research, the number of EMG electrodes used ranges from two to 32
[18, 19]. The myoelectric prostheses provide the most dexterous and intuitive control [2]. A
survey with prosthetic users have shown that amputees prefer to use body-powered prosthesis
while conducting tasks of manual labor. The myoelectric prostheses are preferred by the users
while doing ofﬁce work [20]. The comparison of the two types of active prostheses are listed in
Table 1.1.
Despite some drawbacks of myoelectric prostheses, clinical surveys have shown that myoelec-
tric prostheses have the highest user acceptance rate: 82% for transradial amputees, 86% for
transhumeral amputees, and 100% for shoulder disarticulation amputees [22].
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2 – Examples of (a) a cosmetic prosthesis, (b) a body-powered prosthesis [7], and (c) a
myoelectric prosthesis [21]
Table 1.1 – Comparison between body-powered and myoelectric prostheses
Aspects Body-powered Myoelectric
Function
Less inﬂuenced by the temperature
Some proprioception
Intuitive control
Strong pinch force
Secure grasp
Fine pinch possibility
Minimal body-movement
Minimal physical effort
Larger range of motions
Appearance Less natural with the harness
More natural looking
No large control motions
Comfort
Less heavy
Soft ﬂexible inner liner
inside the socket
No harness attached to the body
Others
Low cost
Do not need to charge batteries
More durable
Robustness
Less training required
Less environment sensitive
Easy to put on and off
Current advanced myoelectric prostheses can have several movable joints and a large range
of movement patterns (for example: iLimb Hand from Touch Bionics, UK [23], Michelangelo
hand from Otto Bock Health Care Products, Germany [21], bebionic hand from RSL Steeper,
UK (recently acquired by Otto Bock) [24], Vincent Hand from Vincent Systems, Germany [25],
ToMPAW [26] and Luke Arm from Mobius Bionics LLC, US [27] ).
The actuators used in commercial prostheses are direct-current (DC) motors. Both brushed
and brushless motors are used. Brushless motors have a higher torque/weight ratio but
also need a more complicated control system. They are more commonly used in research
hands. Most of the multi-grasp commercial hands provide rotating thumbs because thumb
movements were reported to contribute, arguably, to 40% of all hand movements [28]. The
weights of commercial prostheses range from 350g to 615 g [29], which is comparable to the
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weight of a human hand. However, because the prostheses are attached to soft tissues, it felt
heavier. One of the design changes required by the amputees is to reduce the prosthetic weight
[2].
There are also a wide range of research hands developed in universities or research institutes:
SmartHand [30], Vanderbilt multigrasp hand [31], Pisa/IIT SoftHand [32], TBM Hand [33],
Remedi Hand [34], Manus Hand [35], to name a few. Because many of the research hands
focus on a certain feature and not on the entire system, it is difﬁcult to compare directly the
research hands with the commercial ones.
Many of the research hands and some of the commercial prostheses have used the design
concept of underactuation to reduce the weight and increase the degree-of-freedoms [29].
The principle of underactuation is that the number of actuators is lower than the number of
usable degrees-of-freedom [36].
One of the emerging trends for prosthetic design and fabrication is the application of additive
manufacturing for customized prosthesis design. Additive manufacturing is also referred to as
3D-printing. In one-way of 3D-printing, the objects are constructed by depositing thermoplas-
tics in layers [37]. The 3D-printed prostheses are customizable. It is especially attractive for
amputated children because of their constant growth and the need to replace prostheses or
parts of the prosthesis regularly. There are some 3D-printed myoelectric prosthesis platforms:
Open Bionics (electrically powered) [38], previously known as the Open Hand project, and
Tact hand (can be electrically powered) [39] for transradial amputees, as well as Limbitless
solutions [40] and Cyborg Beast [41], focusing on 3D-printed prostheses for children. The
website e-NABLE also provides several body-powered hand designs [42].
Control of Myoelectric Prostheses
Both intramuscluar EMG (iEMG) and surface EMG (sEMG) signals were reported to be used
to control prostheses [43, 44, 45]. The iEMG signals are collected through percutaneous wire
or needle electrodes or wireless implanted recording electrodes. Compared to sEMG, iEMG
has less crosstalks and higher selectivity[46]. The sEMG records the muscle activities on the
skin surface. Although it suffers from crosstalk and it is sensitive to electrode displacement
and contact condition changes, it is still preferred by all commercial prosthetic providers
because of its non-invasive nature. The sEMG signal also offers a global overview of the muscle
contraction activities. Thus, the rest of the section will only discuss the control strategies
using sEMG, even though some of the control methods could also apply to iEMG signals. The
myoelectric prosthetic control methods can be divided into non-pattern recognition based
methods and pattern recognition based methods (Fig. 1.3).
Non-pattern recogntition based methods For hook-like myoelectric prostheses (normally
with 1 DoF), the on-off control and the proportional control are generally used to open or close
4
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Non-pattern recognition based methods Pattern recognition based methods
On-off control
Onset analysis
Proportional control
Finite state machine control
Neural network
Linear discriminate analysis
Fuzzy logic
Gaussian mixture models
Support vector machines
Figure 1.3 – Classiﬁcations of myoelectric control methods
the hand. For the on-off control, muscle ﬂexion closes the hand and muscle extension opens
the hand, or vice versa. In addition to on-off control, the proportional control incorporates
speed or force control: the opening and closing of the prosthetic hand is proportional to
the magnitude of the EMG signal. The onset control is also reported to control the 1-DoF
prosthesis by detecting the start and ending of the EMG activation signals [47]. For multi-grasp
prostheses, ﬁnite-state-machine (FSM) control is widely used in commercial prostheses (e.g.
i-Limb [23] and bebionic [24]) as well as in some research hands ( e.g. Southampon REMEDI
hand [48] and Vanderbilt hand [31]). For FSM control, each state represents a targeted hand
gesture and the muscle ﬂexion and closing changes within each state. Muscle contraction
switches between states in a predeﬁned sequential order (Fig. 1.4).
Figure 1.4 – State diagram of i-Limb prostheses control [49]. The architecture consists of six
states corresponding to the six target postures, excluding hand gestures (resting phase). E
represents extension, F represents ﬂexion, and T represents a trigger command (combined
ﬂexion and extension EMG signals that is greater than a tuned threshold). A trigger (T)
iteratively changes states in a speciﬁed order.
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The non-pattern recognition based methods (sometimes also referred as direct control meth-
ods) are: simple, primitive and robust. However, the control interfaces of those methods are
limited and often unnatural.
Pattern recognition based methods Pattern recognition based control strategy relies on
machine learning algorithms to detect and classify EMG signals. For pattern-recognition-
based control, the procedure consists of three steps: data acquisition, data pre-processing
and classiﬁcation (Fig. 1.5). The raw EMG data is collected by the EMG electrodes channels
(Fig. 1.5:A). Then the data is ﬁltered, ampliﬁed, and digitized (Fig. 1.5:B). During the classi-
ﬁcation phase (Fig. 1.5:C), the digitized data is ﬁrst segmented into time windows. Within
each window, features are extracted. Both time-domain (TD) and frequency-domain (FD)
features are proposed in the literature. The commonly used features include mean absolute
values (MAV), zero-crossings (ZC), slope sign changes (SSC), waveform length (WL), median
frequency (MF), power spectrum density (PSD), and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The extracted
features or feature combinations are used for classiﬁcation by a classiﬁer. Commonly used
classiﬁers include artiﬁcial neural networks [50, 51, 52], fuzzy logic algorithms [53, 54], sup-
port vector machines [55], and so on. Pattern recognition based methods can be intuitive but
the drawbacks of this method include sensitivity to noise (socket shifting, limb movement,
etc.) and the delay caused by data segmentation. More details on pattern recognition based
prosthetic control can be found in Chapter 2.
Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3
Channel 4
Channel 5
> 100 dB
Feature 
extraction
Classifier
Predicted 
results
A
B C
Figure 1.5 – Procedure of pattern recognition based prosthetic control.
1.2 Somatosensory system
The somatosensory system provides information of touch, pain, temperature, position, move-
ment, and vibration [56]. This section mainly focuses on two modalities in the somatosensory
system: the sense of touch and proprioception. Both types of sensations are important for
prosthetic control and prosthetic embodiment. The sense of touch includes perceptions
of contact, pressure, vibration, and ﬂuttering. The proprioceptive sensory system provides
information regarding limb orientation, position, and movement [57].
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1.2.1 The sense of touch
Mechanoreceptors are responsive to mechanical pressure or distortions applied to the skin.
There are four types of mechanoreceptors in the glabrous (hairless) skin (Fig. 1.6): Meissner’s
corpuscles, Pacinian corpuscles, Merkel disks, and Rufﬁni endings [58]. There is one more
receptor in hairy skin. Meissner’s corpuscles are the shallowest mechanoreceptors and they
are sensitive to low-frequency vibration and texture changes. Pacinian corpuscles are the
largest mechanoreceptors. They are responsible for high frequency vibration perception. Their
response frequency ranges from 40 to 800Hz, but are most sensitive between around 200 and
300Hz. The Merkel disks (also known as Merkel nerve endings) detect sustained pressure. The
Rufﬁni endings detect tension deep in the skin and fascia (Table 1.2) [59]. Receptors in hair
follicles sense when a hair changes position.
Epidemis
Demis
Pacinian 
corpuscle
Ruffini ending
Merkel’s disk Meissner 
corpuscle
Figure 1.6 – The mechanoreceptors in the human skin [60].
1.2.2 Proprioceptive sensory system
Proprioception sensation conveys the information of the movement and position of limbs.
Proprioception is important in the sensory system because it enables the humans’ awareness
to move purposely [61]. Lack of proprioceptive information can result in uncoordinated
ﬁnger movements, coarse and exaggerated grasping behaviors, as well as an incapacity to
plan limb movement dynamics [62]. The proprioceptive signals are transmitted by the large
muscle afferent to the motor cortex via the dorsal columns [63] and to the cerebellum via
spinocerebella tracts [64]. Proprioceptors are found in muscles, joints, and skin. Different
proprioceptors are reported to sense muscle strength, muscle stretch velocity, and tension
in the tendon. Proprioception is a compound sense, relying on simultaneous information
related to changes in the angle, direction, and velocity of joint movements.
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Table 1.2 – Properties of mechanoreceptors [60]
Receptor
name
Receptor
type
Adaptation
rate
Receptive
ﬁeld
Function
Meissner’s
corpuscles
FA I (RA) Rapid Small
Light touch,
dynamic pressure (5 to 10Hz
Pacinian
corpuscles
FA-II (PC) Rapid Large
Vibration (250 to 350 Hz),
ﬁne surface texture
Merkel’s
disks
SA-I Slow Small
light pressure (<5Hz,
shape and edge detection,
rough texture
Rufﬁnin
ending
SA-II Slow Large
Slippage detection,
skin conformation or stretch
Hair
follicle
RA Rapid ? Stroking, ﬂuttering
RA represents rapid adapting
SA represents slow adapting
1.3 Sensory feedback: state-of-the-art
Although design of prostheses has made signiﬁcant progress in the past decades, restoring
natural control and feeling remains to be achieved. Only one commercial prosthetic hand
(Vincent Hand evolution 2 [25]) has been equipped with a sensory feedback system: one vibra-
tor to represent the grasping force [25]. Surveys with amputees have shown that most active
prosthetic users desire to feel the grasping force and to sense temperature. Pylatiuk’s survey
even listed sensory feedback as the most desired design priority for upper limb prostheses
[65]. Providing sensory feedback could enhance object manipulation ability [66], increase
the embodiment feeling [67, 68, 69], reduce phantom limb pain [70, 71], and decrease the
cognitive load while using the prostheses[72, 73].
The methods for providing sensory feedback can be roughly organized into two main cat-
egories: invasive and non-invasive methods. The invasive approach stimulates either the
central nervous system using cortical electrodes [74, 75, 69], or the peripheral nervous system
using cuff electrodes [11, 76], intrafascicular electrodes [12] , microelectrode array [77], or
sieve electrodes [78]. Non-invasive feedback systems apply stimuli on the surface of the skin.
The stimuli can be electrical currents (electrotactile), vibrations (vibrotactile), mechanical
pushing force (mechanotactile), or multi-modal stimulation on the skin to elicit sensations.
The overview of the main sensory feedback approaches are presented in Table 1.3.
1.3.1 Invasive sensory feedback
Invasive sensory feedback is often coupled together with prosthetic control using neural
interfaces. The implanted electrodes serve both as signal collecting devices and stimulation
devices. Based on the implantation sites, invasive sensory feedback can be categoried into
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Table 1.3 – Overview of the main sensory feedback approaches
Methods Advantages Limitations
Invasive methods
Periphery
stimulation
Extraneural
Simple implementation
Well understood
Higher stimulation current
Hard to focus on the certain nerves
Potentially evoke paresthesias
Intraneural Introduce more natural feeling Higher risk for nerve damage
Central nervous
system stimulation High surgical risk Potential richer information
Targeted muscle reinnervation
Targeted
sensory
reinnervation
No implants,
Easier surgical procedure,
Long-term stability,
Natural sensation
Limited sensation capacity
Non-somatotopically organized
limb representation
Non-invasive methods
Mechanotactile
High power consumption
Large size
Slow response Modality-matching
Vibrotactile
Small
Light weighted
Easy to control
Modality-mismatched
Wave propagation
Electrotactile
Thinness
Mechanical robustness
Interference with EMG signal
Stability issue
Multi-modal Richer haptic information Can cause confusion
central nervous system stimulation and peripheral nerve stimulation.
The development of central nervous stimulation is still at an early stage. Penﬁeld has ﬁrst
demonstrated that electrical stimulation applied to the brain could elicit somatosensory per-
ception [79]. Flesher et al. implanted two microelectrode arrays in the primary somatosensory
cortex of one participant with spinal cord injuries [80]. The results suggested that intracortical
microstimulation can potentially provide natural somatosensory feedback. The study done by
Collins et al. demonstrated that electrical brain stimulation could also induce body ownership
feeling towards an artiﬁcial limb [69]. Because of its high surgical risks and invasiveness,
it is sometimes not justiﬁed to apply brain implants for prosthetic users. Central nervous
stimuation is not widely applied to amputees, but rather to high-level tetraplegics.
Peripheral stimulation approaches can be further classiﬁed into intraneural stimulation and
extraneural stimulation. The reported peripheral neural interfaces include cuff electrodes, ﬂat
interface nerve electrodes, longitudinal intrafascicular electrodes, transverse intrafascicular
electrodes, microelectrode stimulation arrays, and regenerative (or sieve) electrodes. The
selectivity and invasiveness of peripheral nerve stimulation are normally in direct relationship:
the higher the selectivity, the higher the invasiveness - and usually the greater the surgical
difﬁculty (Fig 1.7).
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Regenerative
Figure 1.7 – The tradeoff of invasiveness and selectivity of some commonly used implantable
electrodes for bidirectional interfacing with the prostheses. FINE is short for ﬂat interface
nerve electrode, LIFE is short for longitudinal intrafascicular electrode, TIME is short for
transverse intrafascicular multichannel electrode, and MEA is short for microelectrode array
[81].
For extraneural stimulation, the implants are in the subcutaneous ﬁeld and target not a
particular nerve, but a bundle of nerves. The implanted cuff electrodes ﬁt around the outside
of the nerve bundles. They have low invasiveness, compared to intraneural stimulation, and
their biocompatibility/ stability have been proven by several mid- or long-term studies [82, 76].
Another type of extraneural electrodes are ﬂat interface nerve electrodes (FINE) [83]. As with
the cuff electrodes, the FINE was implanted around the nerves, but it ﬂattens the nerve to
increase contact surface, thus increasing selectivity. The biocompatibility and stability of FINE
implanted in humans are yet to be investigated.
For intraneural stimulation, the implanted stimulation leads penetrate the nerves either longi-
tudinally or transversely. Raspopovic et al. stimulated the fascicles of the median and ulnar
nerve of a transradial amputee by implanting transversal multichannel intrafascicular elec-
trodes. The sensory feedback enabled the amputee to adjust grasping forces and discriminate
the stiffness and shapes of three different objects [12].
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1.3.2 Targeted muscle reinnervation
Targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR) surgery transfers the residual arm nerves to a spare
target muscle [84]. The target muscles are normally in the residual limb or the thorax. After
surgery, sensory feedback devices are applied to the surface of the skin over the target mus-
cle. The sensory feedback part is still done in a non-invasive manner. Sensation capacity
is therefore limited, compared to that of invasive approaches. Kim et al. designed a tactor
incorporating tapping, static and dynamic pressure, vibration, and shear force for providing
sensory feedback for a TMR amputee [85]. The results indicate signiﬁcant improvements in
grip force control with sensory feedback. As mentioned before, sensory feedback can also
introduce embodiment feeling. Marasco et al. investigated tactile feedback and introduced
embodiment on targeted reinnervation amputees. They concluded that by providing physio-
logically relevant haptic feedback, the amputee could incorporate the prosthesis as part of
the body, instead of regarding it just as a tool [67]. TMR is beneﬁcial for both transhumeral
amputees and disarticulation amputees by increasing the number of myoelectric input sites
for prosthesis control [86, 87], as well as providing a larger area for sensory feedback.
Ulnar nerve
Radial nerve
Median 
Musculo cutaneous nerve
Prosthetic controller
Figure 1.8 – The schematic of targeted muscle reinnervation surgery. The reinnervated nerves
residing on the chest provide both the control sites and the sensory feedback stimulation sites.
1.3.3 Non-invasive sensory feedback
Despite the successful examples of invasive sensory feedback, high surgical risks still impose
concerns for many amputees. In various cases, non-invasive sensory feedback is a more practi-
cal way of providing sensory feedback for amputees. As mentioned before, main non-invasive
approaches include three single modalities: mechanotactile, vibrotactile, and electrotactile,
as well as combined multi-modalities. A graphical representation of the three single modal-
ities is shown in Fig. 1.9. Other less frequently reported sensory feedback methods include
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auditory feedback [88, 89, 90, 91] and skin stretch. Auditory feedback explores the possibil-
ity to modulate the frequency, volume and rhythm of sound to represent grasping force or
arm-reaching trajectory. It has shown good performance when the presented information
is limited. For skin stretch feedback, devices need at least two reliable points of contact on
the skin. Maintaining the robust contact without slipping is the main challenge. The major
challenges for non-invasive sensory feedback device design include: small size to ﬁt in the
socket, light weight, low power consumption, natural sensation, and ease of integration.
Figure 1.9 – The graphical representation of (a) mechanotactile, (b) vibrotactile, and (c) elec-
trotactile sensory feedback modalities. Courtesy of C. Antfolk
Mechanotactile
Mechanotactile stimulation applies normal force on the skin, and is a modality-matched
feedback method for providing force feedback. The devices used for providing mechanotactile
feedback include, but are not limited to: servo motors, voice coil, hydraulic systems, and
pneumatic systems [92, 93, 94, 72].
Meek et al. implemented a single motor-driven pusher to provide proportional force feedback
[95]. The testing results with 10 subjects have shown improved manipulation and grip control
with the sensory feedback system.
Patterson et al. developed a hydraulic pressure cuff to provide modality-matched sensory
feedback and compared the pressure-to-pressure system with vibrotactile and vision feedback
in the force matching task. Grasping pressure replication errors and error variability shown to
be reduced with the presence of a sensory feedback system.
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Antfolk et al. has implemented a passive air-mediated pressure sensory feedback system. The
system consists of three silicone pairs. Each pair consists of one silicone bulb, as a force sensor,
and one silicone pad, placed on the remaining stump of amputees or forearm of healthy
subjects, for providing sensory feedback. When pressure is applied on the silicone bulb, the
silicone pad will bulge and create pressure sensory feedback. This passive pneumatic system
is ﬂexible and light-weighted. The system has proved efﬁcient in localization and force level
identiﬁcation tests [93].
Vibrotactile
Vibrotactile sensory feedback is widely used because of its compact size, ease of use, rela-
tively fast response speed, and low power consumption [94]. The vibrotactile modulating
parameters include frequency, amplitude, location, beat interference, and timing. Commonly
used vibrotactile devices include linear electromagnetic actuators (e.g. solenoid, voice coil,
linear resonant actuator), rotary electromagnetic actuators (e.g. eccentric rotating mass ), and
non-electromagnetic actuators.
The linear electromagnetic actuators (LEA) are used to create a fast tapping sensation. Com-
monly used types include solenoid, voice coil, and linear resonant actuators. The working
principle of LEAs is electromagnetism. The actuator can be simpliﬁed as a conductive wire
coil and a magnet. When a current ﬂows through the coil, a magnetic ﬁeld is created and
thus the magnet is moved from or to the coil. By applying an oscillating current to the coil,
a bobbing movement is created. The working principle of the LEAs is the same as in audio
speakers. A solenoid is a piece of ferromagnetic material enclosed in a coil while a voice coil is
a piece of permanent magnet enclosed in a coil. Some commercial coin type voice coils are
designed for haptic rendering: C2 tactor (Engineering Acoustics, Inc [96]) and the pancake
linear resonant actuators (LRAs) from Precision Microdrives [97].
Most rotary electromagnetic actuators consist of an off-center mass ﬁxed to the output shaft.
These devices are called eccentric rotating masses (ERMs). The frequency and amplitude are
coupled together, proportional to the applied direct current (DC) voltages. There is a wide
range of commercial ERMs to choose from, both shafted (cylindrical) and shaftless (coin or
pancake) types.
The nonelectromagnetic actuators are based on object shape deformation. Actuators based
on piezoelectric effect and shape memory effect are used for haptic rendering. Piezoelectric
effect is the ability of certain materials to vibrate when a voltage is applied, or to generate
current when mechanical stress or vibration is applied. A disk or a beam consisting of several
piezoelectric transducers are used for vibrotactile display [98]. Shape memory alloys are a
type of material that changes their shape when heated and return to their original form when
the heat is removed. The heat can be induced through Joule heating. Shape memory alloys
have been proposed for use as an artiﬁcial muscle [99] and sensory feedback device [100].
The main drawback of the two above-mentioned non-electromagnetic actuators is that their
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small deformation is not perceivable on hairy human skin. Many of the non-electromagnetic
actuators require high voltage (in the range of 1000V) or produce only small amplitude (can
only be perceived on the ﬁnger tip, but not on the arm or any other part of the body). Thus,
the applications of non-electromagnetic actuators on wearable sensory feedback devices are
limited.
A qualitative comparison of the above mentioned actuators is shown in Table 1.4.
Table 1.4 – Comparison of different vibrotactile actuators
Actuator Advantages Disadvantages
Linear electromagnetic actuators
High expressiveness
Low power
Heating
Complex driving circuit
Eccentric rotating masses
Simplicity
Reliability
Low power
Coupled frequency
Starting delay
Piezoelectric
Reverse effect
Compact size
Fast response time (< 5 ms)
High acceleration Small deformation
Shape memory alloy
Small
High power-to-weight ratio
Temperature sensitive
Slow response time (>100 ms)
Large hysteresis
High energy consumption
Vibrotactile sensory feedback systems have been used for providing information regarding
hand aperature [66], grasping force [101], contact location [102], and so on. Besides using
single vibrators, Cipriani et al. stacked pancake type vibrators to provide stimuli with modulate
amplitude, frequency, and beat interface. The devices were tested on healthy subjects and
the testing results indicated high discrimination accuracy of force levels, locations, and stimu-
lation patterns [103]. Despite being a modality-mismatched feedback method, vibrotactile
sensory feedback has also been reported to introduce body ownership feeling to prosthetic
users [104, 105].
Electrotactile
The electrotactile method is also a form of modality-mismatched stimulation. It activates the
sensory nerves under the skin by applying a surface electrical current, delivered through the
surface electrodes made of conductive plates. The evoked sensations range from pressure,
vibration, tickling, to slight pain. Compared to the other two non-invasive sensory feedback
methods, electrotactile stimulation devices have the advantages of thinness and contact ro-
bustness. But the electrotactile method has several issues that need to be solved: maintaining
the strength of the sensation felt, providing natural sensation, and the pain caused by the
stimulation.
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Electrotactile stimulation can be modulated either by the current pulse amplitude or by the
current pulse frequency [106]. AM stimulation is more intuitive while FM stimulation takes
time to learn. For a trained subject, both modulation methods can provide ﬁve or six discrete
levels (recognition rate  75%). Other modulation parameters include stimulation sites,
the number of pulses, the number of stimulation channels and interleaved time between
channels.
Shannon et al. has applied electrical stimuli above the median nerve on amputees ﬁtted with
myoelectric prosthesis [107]. The pulse frequency is proportional to the sensed pinch force.
The amputees reported an increase in conﬁdence while using their prosthesis. Scott et al.
has investigated the compatibility of EMG with electrotactile sensory feedback [108]. Anani
et al. has compared amplitude modulated (AM) electrotactile stimulation with frequency
modulated (FM) electrotactile stimulation on transradial amputees [106]. They concluded
that AM afferent electrical nerve stimulation can be used to convey sensory feedback provided
training and stable electrodes are available. Choi et al. used single electrode and different
modulation to create both feelings of vibration and tapping [109]. There are still several issues
related to electrotactile stimulation that need to be solved: providing natural tactile sensation,
minizing the evoked pain, and stablizing stimulation strength [110].
Multi-modal sensory feedback
Besides the aforementioned three modalities, there are also attempts to combine different
modalities for sensory feedback. Several researchers have attempted to compare the effective-
ness when combining visual feedback with other modalities, and the results indicate better
performance when visual feedback is present [111, 101]. Other researchers have also com-
bined several aforementioned feedback methods to increase psychophysics performances
[112, 113] or to increase feedback modalities [114].
1.3.4 Thermal feedback
Thermal feedback is less investigated because it is not crucial to most activities of daily living
(ADLs). But it is important for safety and material identiﬁcation, as well as personal comfort
and emotions. Moreover, the temperature information cannot be attained through vision.
Most thermal sensory feedback systems are based on thermoelectric devices, also known as
Peltier elements. Ho and Jones’ paper has reported a thermal display based on Peltier elements
and a semi-ﬁnite body model [115]. The display was tested on able-bodied subjects’ ﬁngertips
and showed that they were able to identify different objects with limited visual cues. Ueda et
al. has reported a Peltier based temperature feedback device. This device was incorporated
into a myoelectric prosthesis and tested on ten healthy subjects with an average 88% success
rate in an identiﬁcation test at ﬁve temperature levels [116].
Some research has also incorporated thermal feedback with other modalities [117, 118]. Kim
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et al. has incorported Peltier elements in a tactor, providing thermal feedback besides normal
force, shear force, and vibration feedback [118]. Jimenez et al. has incorporated a Peltier
element in a tactile feedback system that can be worn on the arm. One upper limb prosthetic
user has tested the system and could distinguish between three different temperature levels
[114]. Nakatani et al. has improved the design by providing four units of Peltier devices for
sensory feedback applications [117].
1.3.5 Proprioceptive sensory feedback
Proprioception plays a crucial role in prosthetic control as well as embodiment. Without
proprioceptive information, prosthetic users can rely solely on visual feedback, which is tiring
and sometimes impractical. By incorporating proprioceptive information, the prosthetic
control accuracy can be improved in non-sighted, even sometimes in sighted conditions
[61]. Different types of proprioceptive information have been reported to feed back to the
prosthetic users, including elbow angle, hand aperture, relative position of the arm, and so
on. One of the ﬁrst attempts to provide proprioceptive feedback is to couple the motion of
a prosthetic joint to the motion of an intact joint [119, 120]. Sensory substitution methods
using vibrotactile [121, 122, 123] and skin stretch have also been explored. Witteveen et al. has
applied an array of pancake type vibrators to the lower arm, to indicate the hand aperture.
The location of each of the eight vibrators indicate a discrete aperture value [122]. Bark et al.
has implemented a bench-top skin stretch device with two contact points. The contact points
rotate within ±45◦ to apply skin stretch [123].
1.4 WiseSkin
The WiseSkin project aims at providing natural and intuitive sensory feedback to upper arm
amputees. The WiseSkin system includes a) wireless sensory nodes embedded in stretchable
artiﬁcial skin, b) a reliable short-range communication protocol, and c) a vibrotactile stim-
ulation array and driving system (Fig. 1.10). The artiﬁcial skin is attached to a robotic hand.
It works as a capsule for the wireless sensory nodes, waveguide, and powering system. The
communication protocol is an event-driven protocol. The vibrotactile stimulation array is
arranged according to the phantom map shape distribution. More details of the project will
be introduced in Chapter 5.
1.5 Thesis organization
To improve the usability of upper extremity prostheses, both feed-forward control and feed-
back designs have to be considered. In this thesis, ﬁrstly, novel pattern recognition based
myoelectric control is proposed and the testing results on three EMG datasets are presented
in Chapter 2.
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Dense sensory 
node array
Sensor data 
processing unit
Dense stimulation 
array Phantom map
Figure 1.10 – WiseSkin system diagram. The hand gloves are embedded with miniaturized
sensors. The sensor data is communicated wirelessly to a master node. Then the information
is processed and used to drive actuators embedded in the socket.
The rest of the thesis focuses on providing non-invasive sensory feedback. The design process
of a sensory feedback system consists of the following steps: deﬁning the area to place the
stimulation devices, designing stimulation devices and testing the suitable stimulation pa-
rameters, and incorporating the stimulation devices into the whole sensory feedback systems.
The rest of the thesis is organized according to the sensory feedback system design ﬂow. In
Chapter 3, the automatic hand phantom map detection algorithms are proposed and tested
on both reported phantom maps and generated phantom maps. In Chapter 4, the design and
testing of non-invasive sensory feedback arrays are described, as well as the experimental
results tested on healthy subjects and amputees. In Chapter 5, we focus on sensory feedback
system integration and experimental results.
In the ﬁnal chapter, the PhD work is summarized and the outlook of the work is depicted.
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2 Myographic Signal Pattern Recogni-
tion for Prosthetic Control
The previous chapter included a short introduction of the issues related to upper limb am-
putees, state-of-the-art prostheses, and sensory feedback for upper limb prostheses. The
control and the sensory feedback, together with the prosthetic user, form the closed-loop
control of the prosthetic hand.
This chapter focuses on the pattern recognition-based control of the upper limb prostheses,
i.e., the forward path. First, a short introduction of myoelectric signals is given and pattern
recognition-based myoelectric prosthetic control methods are reviewed in Section 2.1. Then,
in Section 2.2, three algorithms used in our study for EMG classiﬁcation are introduced. The
techniques to extend binary classiﬁers into multi-class ones are described in Section 2.3.
To test the effectiveness of proposed algorithms, three EMG datasets representing different
types of upper limb movements were used for classiﬁcation (Section 2.4) and the results are
presented and discussed in Section 2.5. Finally, this study is summarized in Section 2.6.
2.1 Introduction
The EMG signal is a measure of the muscle generated electrical currents during contraction
[17]. It has a wide range of applications in the ﬁeld of biomedical engineering (e.g., motor
disability rehabilitation [124, 125], human machine interfaces [126, 127], neurology [128], and
ergonomics [129]).
Electromyography (EMG) signals collected from the amputees’ residual muscles have long
been proposed to be used for prosthesis control [130, 131, 132]. One of the critical questions to
increase the functionality of myoelectric prosthesis is to advance EMG signal processing and to
incorporate more control patterns. Prosthetic control should be mentally undemanding, user
friendly, simultaneous, and able to provide independently multi-functional movements[133].
Most of the current commercial prostheses are equipped with only two EMG sensors, and the
control methods are normally non-pattern recognition-based (e.g. on-off control or ﬁnite-
state-machine control). Non-pattern recognition-based control methods have already been
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reviewed in Chapter 1.
Pattern-recognition based control strategies have the potential to make control easier and
more natural for prosthesis users. A typical pattern recognition EMG control system consists
of signal detection and pre-processing, feature extraction, classiﬁcation, and sometimes,
post-processing. Surface EMG signals are collected by electrodes placed on the skin. The
collected signals are then ampliﬁed, ﬁltered, and digitized. After pre-processing, EMG signals
are segmented into time-windows. Within each window, the features will be extracted and
fed to the classiﬁer. After the classiﬁer produces a decision, sometimes, post-processing is
applied to increase the classiﬁcation accuracy.
EMG data acquisition and pre-processing
Surface EMG signals are collected through one or more differential electrodes on the surface
of the skin. Surface EMG electrodes can be gelled electrodes (Fig. 2.1(a)) or dry electrodes (Fig.
2.1(b)). Gelled electrodes contain an interface between the electrode and the skin, made of a
gelled electrolytic substance. They are commonly used in research EMG collection. A typical
research EMG collection is shown in Fig. 2.2. Dry electrodes can directly detect EMG signal
without a speciﬁc interface. In most cases, the signal tuning circuits are already integrated
together with the electrodes [134]. Normally, the electrode placement matches a certain
muscle. The signal is then ampliﬁed to differentiate small signals of interest. Generally, a
band-pass ﬁlter is applied to remove motion artifacts (at high frequency) and noise (at low
frequency). Commonly adopted lower and upper cut-off frequencies are 20Hz and 500Hz,
respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1 – Examples of (a) a gelled EMG electrode and (b) a dry EMG electrode. Courtesy of
Covidien (Medtronic) and Ottobock.
Feature extraction
One of the important procedures of EMG classiﬁcation is feature extraction. Representative
features can determine the quality of classiﬁcation results. The feature extraction process
transforms raw EMG data into a set of reduced representations, called features. Feature
extraction can eliminate or reduce irrelevant information and noise in the raw EMG data.
The ﬁrst step of feature extraction is data segmentation. A data segment is a time window
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Figure 2.2 – A typical EMG collection scheme consisting of surface EMG electrodes. In this
case, the collection channel is 16. Reprinted with permission from [135].
within which the features are calculated. The ﬁrst proposed data segmentation scheme is
the disjoint segmentation, where each data segment is arranged one after another without
overlapping. Overlapping window segmentation produces a decision stream as dense as
possible. Decisions are made more frequently than the required response time of a prosthesis.
The ﬁltered EMG data is then divided into different time windows (Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 – EMG data segmentation with (a) the adjacent technique and (b) the overlapping
or sliding technique.
EMG features can be classiﬁed into three categories: time-domain (TD) features, frequency-
domain (FD) features, and time-frequency domain (TFD) features. TD features are preferred
for real-time classiﬁcation because no additional transformations are needed. FD features are
based on the power spectral density of the EMG signal.
Commonly used time domain features include: mean absolute values (MAV), root mean
square (RMS), zero crossings (ZC), slope sign change (SSC), waveform length (WL), auto-
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regression (AR) and their combinations [136, 137].
The calculations of the seven time-domain features are shown below from Eq. (2.1) to Eq. (2.8).
For all the time-domain feature deﬁnitions (from (2.1) to (2.8)), N is the length of the signal
and xn is the segmented signal in the time window.
The mean absolute value (MAV) is calculated by taking the average of the absolute value of the
sEMG signal and the two commonly used MAV values are: ﬁrst, the standard MAV, deﬁned as:
MAV= 1
N
N∑
n=1
|xn |, (2.1)
and then modiﬁed mean absolute value: weighted MAV type I (MAV1) is deﬁned as:
MAV1= 1
N
N∑
n=1
wn |xn |, (2.2)
where wn is the assigned weight to improve the feature’s robustness.
The root mean square (RMS) feature is the root mean square value of the EMG amplitude
within the deﬁned window. The RMS value reﬂects the physiological activity in the motor unit
during contraction.
RMS=
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
|xn |2, (2.3)
Zero crossing (ZC) is the number of occurrences the amplitude value of sEMG signal crosses
the zero y-axis and is deﬁned as:
ZC=
N−1∑
n=1
sgn(xn ×xn+1)∩|xn −xn+1| ≥ threshold, (2.4)
where sgn(x)=
{
1 if x ≥ threshold,
0 otherwise.
(2.5)
Waveform length (WL) is the summation of all the waveform lengths within the time segment.
WL is related to the waveform amplitude, frequency, and time. It is deﬁned by:
WL=
N−1∑
n=1
|xn+1−xn |. (2.6)
Slope sign change (SSC) is the number of changes between positive and negative slope among
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three consecutive segments. It is deﬁned as:
SSC=
N−1∑
n=2
|(xn −xn−1)× (xn −xn+1)|. (2.7)
Auto-regressive (AR) coefﬁcientsαi is calculated when considering the current sample of EMG
signal xn as a linear combination of its previous samples xn−i adding a white noise error wn .
AR coefﬁcients ai is deﬁned by
xn =
m∑
i=1
ai xn−i +wn , (2.8)
where m is the order of AR coefﬁcients. A commonly used order is 4 or 6 [131].
Classiﬁcation
As mentioned in Chapter 1, many pattern recognition based methods have been proposed for
EMG signal classiﬁcation, such as: artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) [138, 50, 51, 52], support
vector machines (SVM) [139, 140, 55], linear discriminant analysis [141, 142], and k-nearest
neighbors [143, 144], to name a few.
Post-processing
The overlapping window scheme produces dense decision outputs and provides opportunities
for post-processing. Post-processing has been proven to be efﬁcient to eliminate spurious
classiﬁcations. The simplest and most-widely used post-processing method is majority-voting
[145]. For a given point, the majority voting considers the previous and future n points
and outputs the prediction results that has the most occurrences (Fig. 2.4). Majority voting
produces a smoother result and eliminate the unwanted transient jumps [55]. The choice of
voting size n depends both on the processing time Tpro and the acceptable delay time Tdelay.
2 2 4 4 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 2
2 2 2 2
Figure 2.4 – Illustration of the majority voting processing. The voting size is 9. The number
inside the window represents the class label.
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2.2 EMG classiﬁcation algorithms
Three algorithms are applied in this study: linear discriminant analysis (LDA), support vector
machines (SVMs), and deep belief network. The three algorithms are chosen because they
are widely used in EMG classiﬁcation and they represent different types of machine learning
algorithms.
The LDA is a linear machine learning algorithm. It is among fastest machine learning algo-
rithms and the results do not depend on the selection of model parameters. LDAs are used to
analyze the effects of feature selection and window/increment sizes without the bias from the
model parameters.
A SVM is a non-probabilistic classiﬁer based on the max margin principle. SVMs can efﬁciently
perform non-linear classiﬁcation problems and are suitable for large feature space classiﬁ-
cation. It is also reported to be a very robust and accurate algorithm [146, 139, 55]. It can be
used as a benchmark for other algorithms. Moreover, SVMs have a relatively low number of
parameters (typically two) for tuning.
A deep belief network is a special case of deep neural networks. A deep neural network is
among the most commonly used machine learning algorithms in the biomedical ﬁeld because
it can potentially model very complex distributions and each layer within the network helps
the dimension reduction of the feature space. Deep belief networks have a faster training
speed compared to conventional deep neural networks and therefore are chosen for the
real-time EMG classiﬁcation application.
2.2.1 Linear discriminant analysis
The linear discriminant analysis (LDA) maximizes the ratio of the between-class variance to
the within-class variance (the Fisher criterion) in any particular dataset, thereby ensuring
maximal separability [147, 148]. For a binary classiﬁcation problem, the Fisher criterion is
deﬁned as:
J (w)= (m1−m2)
2
s21 + s21
, (2.9)
where m1 = 1N1
∑
n∈C1 xn and m2 = 1N2
∑
n∈C2 xn . xn is the n
th feature vector inC1 (class 1) and
C2 (class 2) with N1 samples in class C1 and N2 samples in class C2, and s21 and s
2
1 are the
within-class variances.
The Fisher criterion can be extended to multi-classes. In a k-class classiﬁcation problem
(k > 2), the Fisher criterion is deﬁned as
J (w)= Tr {(WSW WT )−1(WSBWT )}, (2.10)
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where W is the projection matrix, SW is the within-class variance, and SB is the between class
covariance matrices [148]. Although an LDA can be used as a multi-class classiﬁer, in this
study, an LDA is also considered as a binary classiﬁer and used to construct different types of
multi-class classiﬁers using the decomposition techniques described below in Section 2.3. In
total, ﬁve types of LDAs are tested: multi-class LDA, LDA-OVA, LDA-OVO, LDA-DAG, LDA-BT.
2.2.2 Support vector machines
An SVM is a non-probabilistic binary linear classiﬁer, based on the maximum margin principle.
The basic idea behind an SVM is to minimize the classiﬁcation error rate while maximizing
the geometric margin between two classes [149].
In a binary-class classiﬁcation problem, given M training datasets:
Tr = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xM, yM )}, where xi ∈ Rn, i = 1,2, . . . ,M , xi is the feature of the i th
training dataset, Rn is the feature space, n is the feature dimension, and yi is the training
class label in the i th training dataset, whereby ci ∈ {−1,+1}, i = 1,2, . . . ,M . The SVM training
consists in solving the following optimization problem:
min
1
2
∥∥∥ω∥∥∥2+C M∑
i=1
ζi ,
s.t. ci (ω
T ptr+b)≥ 1−ζi ,
and ζi ≥ 0, i = 1. . .M ,
(2.11)
where b is the bias of the hyperplane,C is the penalty parameter, and ζi is the slack variable.
Because the relationship between class labels (phantom digit number) and attributes (the
location of sampling points) is non-linear, a non-linear kernel function is used to map the
input space into a feature space for higher classiﬁcation accuracy. In this paper, a radial basis
function (RBF) kernel
K (pi ,p j )= exp(−
||pi −p j ||2
2γ2
) (2.12)
is chosen, because it maps the input space into Hilbert space (an inﬁnite hyperplane) and
provides more ﬂexibility [150]. In (2.12), pi and p j are the features from the i th and j th
training or classiﬁcation datasets.
In general, the penalty parameter C deﬁnes the ‘softness’ of an SVM. A large C gives a high
penalty for non-separable points. It tends to overﬁt, exaggerating minor ﬂuctuations or noise
in the data. On the other hand, ifC is too small, the SVM tends to underﬁt, meaning that the
SVM is not able to ﬁnd the main trend of the underlying data. The RBF kernel parameter γ
deﬁnes the inﬂuence of a single training dataset: a large γ value implies that a single example
exerts great inﬂuence on the whole SVM model. Both overﬁtted SVMs and underﬁtted SVMs
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produce poor prediction performance.
2.2.3 Deep belief network
A deep belief network (DBN) is a class of deep neural networks, consisting of multiple layers
between the input and the output layers [151]. Each layer is connected, but the units within
each layer are not. Each hidden layer is an unsupervised model (e.g. an autoencoder or a
restricted Boltzman machine). The training of a DBN comprises a pre-training phase and a
ﬁne tuning phase. In the pre-training phase, a deep belief network generates a multi-layer
connected model. The autoencoders are trained using an unsupervised learning method. The
hidden layer also works as dimensionality reduction. Compared to other deep neural network
architectures, DBNhas a faster training speed because of the layerwise-greedy training, instead
of whole network optimization. After pre-training, the ﬁne tuning is processed using back
propagation. In the current study, autoencoders were chosen as hidden layers.
Feature 1
hidden layer 1 Softmax 
classifier
input layer
Feature 2
Feature N
hidden layer 2
Predicted 
movement
Figure 2.5 – The deep belief network architecture used in the current study. It consists of two
stacked autoencoders and a softmax classiﬁer at the output.
2.3 Decomposition methods to construct multiclass classiﬁers
Decomposition method is an effective approach to extend binary classiﬁers into multi-class
classiﬁers. This method decomposes a multi-class classiﬁcation problem into several binary
problems [152]. Four main decomposition methods are proposed: the one-VS-all (OVA), the
one-VS-one (OVO), the directed acyclic graph (DAG), and the binary tree (BT) method.
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OVA The principle of OVA is to train each class against all the rest of the classes [153]. When
training the i th class, all the training samples belonging to i th class is assigned positive labels;
while the others are assigned negative labels. After training all the binary classiﬁers, the ﬁnal
predicted class is the one with the highest output margin.
OVO For OVO, all the classes are trained against each other [154]. For a k-class classiﬁcation
problem, each binary classiﬁer determines a preferred class. After training all the k(k−1)/2
classiﬁers, the predicted class is the one that has the most votes.
DAG The training of a DAG multi-class classiﬁer is the same as an OVO multi-class classiﬁer
[155]. In the classiﬁcation phase, the k(k−1)/2 classiﬁers are arranged according to a directed
acyclic graph (DAG). A test sample starts from the root node and goes to either the left or the
right child node until a leaf node is reached and a class label is decided.
BT The basic idea of a BT-SVM is to partition the multi-class problems hierarchically [156].
Each partition results in a binary classiﬁcation problem between two meta-classes. For a
k-class classiﬁcation problem, a BT multi-class classiﬁer needs to train k−1 binary classiﬁers.
During classiﬁcation phase, an evenly-distributed BT multi-class classiﬁer needs only log2k
binary classiﬁer to decide the class label of a testing sample.
2.4 Methods
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce three datasets, including different aspects of upper limb
movement used in this study. Then the classiﬁcation setup including descriptions of three
classiﬁcation experiments is given. The last part describes the evaluation methods.
2.4.1 Datasets description
Three datasets were tested to cover different types of movement: individual ﬁnger movement
[135], hand movement (CapgMyo dataset [157]), and wrist movement (MEC dataset [158]) .
Ten classiﬁers were evaluated for each subject in each datasets: LDA, LDA-OVA, LDA-OVO,
LDA-DAG, LDA-BT, SVM-OVA, SVM-OVO, SVM-DAG, SVM-BT, and DBN. Classiﬁers were
trained on the extracted features introduced in Section 2.1.
Individual ﬁnger movement
Five able-bodied and three transradial upper limb amputees participated in the data collection.
The EMG signal was collected using a modiﬁed version of a custom-made ampliﬁcation and
acquisition system [135] and a LabView program. The sEMG signal were collected through 16
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channels (Fig. 2.6 (a)), sampled at 1.6 kHz per channel, with a band-pass ﬁlter between 0.5Hz
and 800Hz. The individual ﬁnger movement dataset consists of 12 ﬁnger movements and a
rest class. The movements used for classiﬁcation in this study include: thumb ﬂexion, index
ﬁnger ﬂexion, middle ﬁnger ﬂexion, ring ﬁnger ﬂexion, little ﬁnger ﬂexion, thumb opposition,
thumb extension, index ﬁnger extension, middle ﬁnger extension, ring ﬁnger extension, little
ﬁnger extension, and thumb abduction. This means ﬂexion and extension of each individual
ﬁnger as well as thumb adduction/abduction.
CapgMyo
The CapgMyo dataset [157] was collected using a 128 (8 × 16) channel high-density matrix-
type differential sEMG electrode array (Fig. 2.6 (b)). Eight hand gestures and one resting phase
were obtained from 18 able-bodied subjects, aged between 23 and 26 years old. The performed
gestures include: thumb up, extension of index and middle ﬁnger, extension of the thumb,
index, and middle ﬁnger, thumb opposition the base of the little ﬁnger, all ﬁngers abduction,
ﬁst, index ﬁnger pointing, and abduction of extended ﬁngers. Each subject participated in two
recording sessions on different days, with an inter-recording interval greater than one week.
Each gesture was held for three seconds [159].
MEC
The MEC dataset [158] was collected through an eight-channel EMG data acquisition system.
The electrodes were evenly distributed along the volar and dorsal side of the forearm (Fig.
2.6 (c)). This dataset consists of six forearm movements and one resting phase of EMG data
collected from 20 healthy subjects. The six forearm motions include: hand open, hand close,
wrist ﬂexion, wrist extension, supination, and pronation. Each subject participated in four
sessions and each session consist of six trials. In this study, we investigated both within-
session classiﬁcation results and inter-session classiﬁcation results. For the within-session
classiﬁcation, the ﬁrst three trials were used for training, the classiﬁcation algorithms and the
remaining three were test data. For the inter-session classiﬁcation, the ﬁrst two sessions were
used for training while the rest were used for testing.
A summary of the three datasets is shown in Table 2.1.
2.4.2 Classiﬁcation setup
The algorithms are tested using the aforementioned three datasets. A sliding window scheme
with different window sizes and increment sizes is applied. The features considered in this
study are time-domain features introduced in Section 2.1. Majority-pooling post-processing
techniques are also employed.
All the feature extraction and machine learning algorithms are implemented in MATLAB 2017b.
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volar side dorsal side volar side dorsal side volar side dorsal side
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.6 – The EMG electrodes placement used in the EMG acquisition for the three datasets
used in this study. (a) The individual ﬁnger movement dataset [135] was collected through
16 EMG channels. (b) The CapgMyo dataset [157] was collected through an 128 (8 strips of
16 channels) high density EMG channels. (c) The MEC dataset [158] was collected through 8
channels. The stars represent the reference electrodes.
Dataset
name
Individual ﬁnger
movement
CapgMyo MEC
Subjects
5 able-bodied
subjects, 3 transradial
amputees
18 able-bodied
subjects
20 able-bodied
subjects
Sampling
frequency
1.6 kHz 3kHz 1kHz
No of
channels
16 channels 128 channels 8 channels
Performed
movements
12 individual ﬁnger
movement + 1 resting
phase
8 hand gestures + 1
resting phase
6 forearm movement
+ 1 resting phase (The
dataset is
reorganized)
Table 2.1 – Summary of the three EMG datasets used in this study.
The algorithms are running on a Lenovo T440s laptop, with Intel Core TM i7-3520M (2.9GHz,
4MB L3).
This study consists of the following three experiments.
Experiment 1: Select feature or feature combinations
The ﬁrst experiment is to select suitable time-domain features. During this experiment, the
seven aforementioned time-domain features and the all their possible combinations (127 in
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total) are applied for all three datasets and the classiﬁcation results using LDAs are presented
below in Section 2.5.1.
Experiment 2: Evaluate the inﬂuence of window size and increment size
After selecting several suitable feature(s) or feature combinations, during experiment 2, dif-
ferent window sizes ranging from 25ms to 300ms and corresponding increment sizes are
evaluated using LDAs and the results are presented in Section 2.5.2.
Experiment 3: Test the effectiveness of each classiﬁcation algorithm
In this experiment, the aforementioned algorithms (introduced in Section 2.2), together with
the decomposition techniques (introduced in Section 2.3), are tested on the datasets. The
accuracy and real time performance aspects are compared in Section 2.5.3.
2.4.3 Evaluation methods
Accuracy deﬁnition
Two types of accuracy are deﬁned. The ﬁrst type (Type I accuracy) x1 is the grand average
accuracy, where the accuracy is calculated considering all the mis-classiﬁcations, regardless of
the original class:
x1 =
∑N
i=1Ni
N
, (2.13)
where N is the total number of test samples and Ni = 1 if, for test sample i , the predicted result
is the same as the correct testing label.
The second type of accuracy (Type II accuracy) x2 is the accuracy over all classes, in order to
mimize the bias of unbalanced data. Type II accuracy x2 is deﬁned as:
x2 = (
∑
Ni , j
Nj
), (2.14)
where Nj is the number of test samples belonging to class j and Ni , j = 1 if for test sample i ,
the predicted result is the same as the correct testing label and it belongs to class j .
Real time evaluation metrics
The classiﬁers are also evaluated regarding their real-time performances. Four types of real-
time metrics are used to evaluate the classiﬁcation performance: response time, motion
completion time, dynamic efﬁciency, and motion completion rate. The response time is the
delay between the change of movement and the ﬁrst correct prediction results. The motion
completion time is the time between response time and the ﬁrst correctly identiﬁed M points.
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In this study, M is chosen as 20. If the movement contains at least M correctly identiﬁed
points, this movement is regarded as complete. Motion completion rate is the ratio between
completemovements and the total performedmovements. Dynamic efﬁciency is total number
of correct responses during the motion completion time over the motion completion time.
2.5 Classiﬁcation results
The EMG classiﬁcation results are evaluated regarding their classiﬁcation accuracy and real-
time performance, deﬁned in Section 2.4.3.
2.5.1 Feature selection
This study used seven time-domain features. First, each feature and their combinations were
tested using the LDA because the LDA is a fast classiﬁcation algorithm and the classiﬁcation
results would not be biased by parameter tuning.
The results are shown in Fig. 2.7. The dataset presented here is the individual ﬁnger movement
dataset. The chosen window size is 150ms with 50ms increment size. Other datasets and
different window and increment sizes are also considered and they showed similar trends like
in Fig. 2.7.
From Fig. 2.7, it can be observed that as the number of features grows, both the classiﬁcation
and real time performance improves, at the cost of longer feature extraction time. To further
evaluate the effectiveness of feature and feature combinations, some of the best performed and
representative features were selected and used in all the algorithms across the three datasets.
These features include: MAV for its short calculation time and high classiﬁcation accuracy,
MAV + MAV1 + RMS + WL for its balance between classiﬁcation accuracy and calculation
time, MAV + RMS + ZC + SSC + WL + AR(6) (referred as TDAR(6) [160] for the rest of the
chapter) for its high classiﬁcation accuracy, MAV + MAV1 + RMS + ZC + SSC + WL + AR(6) for
its completeness.
2.5.2 Inﬂuence of window and increment sizes
There is a trade-off in selecting window sizes: large window sizes can incorporate more
information but also more likely to introduce noise, especially at the movement transaction
phase, as well as reducing response speed.
The ﬁrst experiment focuses on evaluating the inﬂuence of window sizes. In this experiment,
the increment size is ﬁxed at 10ms and the window size ranges from 10ms to 300ms. The
classiﬁcation results are shown in Fig. 2.8.
The classiﬁcation accuracy is largely degraded when the window size is smaller than 150ms.
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Figure 2.7 – The accuracy and real-time metrics of different features and feature combinations.
The x-axis represents the number of features. The chosen window size is 150ms with 50ms
increment size. The used dataset is the individual ﬁnger movement dataset.
When the window size is larger than 150ms, the accuracy increase slows down (Fig. 2.8 (a)
and (b)). The response time increases linearly with the window sizes (Fig. 2.8 (c)), however,
the motion completion time (Fig. 2.8 (d)) and motion completion rate (Fig. 2.8 (f)) reaches the
saturation when the window size is larger than 150ms.
The second experiment considered the inﬂuence of increment sizes. Fig. 2.9 shows the classi-
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Figure 2.8 – The accuracy and real-time metrics when using different window sizes. The
increment size is ﬁxed at 10ms. The x-axis is the window size. The dataset shown is the
individual ﬁnger movement. Two types of features were used: MAV (plotted in red) and
TDAR(6) (plotted in blue).
ﬁcation results using individual ﬁnger movement dataset with the increment sizes ranging
from 10ms to 150ms. The window size is 150ms.
In Fig. 2.9 (a) and (b), as the window size increases, the accuracy increases slightly, though no
signiﬁcant differences are detected.
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Figure 2.9 – The accuracy and real time performance results of EMG classiﬁcation. The
example dataset is the individual ﬁnger movement. The window size is ﬁxed at 150ms. The
feature set is TDAR(6). The other feature sets and different window sizes have shown similar
trends. The error bars represent the standard derivatives.
The change in increment sizes have a higher impact on the real time performances. Even
though the number of sliding windows are reduced as the increment size increases, the actual
needed time is increased (Fig. 2.9 (c) and (d)).
The motion completion rate also decreases as the increment size increases (Fig. 2.9 (f)).
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2.5.3 Inﬂuence of classiﬁcation algorithms
s In this subsection, the results of the individual ﬁnger movement and CapgMyo EMG dataset
(introduced in Section 2.4.1) using different algorithms (introduced in Section 2.2) are pre-
sented in Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11.
FromFig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11, it can be observed that there is some performance variationwithin
different datasets. For an individual ﬁnger movement dataset, the classiﬁcation accuracy, both
type I and type II, is in general lower than that of the CapgMyo dataset. For CapgMyo dataset,
SVM-OVA with the feature combination of 7 features produces the highest type I accuracy
(92.2+1.81%), while for individual ﬁnger movement, LDA with the feature combination of
6 features obtains the highest type I accuracy (80.9+2.84%). This can be explained by the
channel numbers. As described in Section 2.4.1, the individual ﬁnger movement dataset was
collected through 16 channels and the CapgMyo dataset was collected through 128 channels.
When using combined features, the feature space increases linearly to the number of channels
and the number of features. One of the advantages of SVMs is the ability to effectively classify
high-dimensional datasets, thus it out performs LDAs when using a high dimensional EMG
collection system.
From the previous feature selection experiment, feature combination TDAR(6) shows similar
though slightly lower classiﬁcation accuracy when using LDA. However, it shows higher classi-
ﬁcation accuracy when using DBN. In general, the overall seven feature combination shows
the best performance for most of the algorithms tested with higher classiﬁcation accuracy,
lower response and motion completion time, and higher or equal motion completion rate.
2.5.4 Techniques to improve classiﬁcationaccuracywithunbalanced trainingdata
It has been empirically proven that when the training data become more imbalanced, the
support vectors are prone to produce biased classiﬁcation results by favoring the majority
class(es) [161]. The minority classes are normally given less importance and thus the classiﬁ-
cation accuracy on the minority classes suffers from the global optimization. For two of the
datasets used, in the training dataset, the resting classes occurs much more often than the
other movement classes (more than 5 times)s.
Resampling methods have been proven to be successful in dealing with imbalanced datasets.
In this study, two commonly used resampling schemes are tested: oversampling and downsam-
pling. For the two highly imbalanced datasets, oversampling has shown improved accuracy at
the cost of longer training time. Although the discussion above mainly concerns SVMs, the
results indicate that LDAs also beneﬁted from oversampling with increased type II accuracy.
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Figure 2.10 – The accuracy and real-time metrics of different algorithms and four feature/
feature combinations of individual ﬁnger movement dataset. The error bars indicate the
standard derivatives. The applied window size is 150ms with 50ms increment size.
2.5.5 Inﬂuence of principle component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal trans-
formation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values
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Figure 2.11 – The accuracy and real-time metrics of different algorithms and four feature/
feature combinations of CapgMyo (hand gesture) dataset. The error bars indicate the standard
derivatives. The applied window size is 150ms with 50ms increment size.
of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. In this study, the PCA is also
applied to each dataset for dimensional reduction and hopefully with improved results. For
the three datasets tested, only CapgMyo dataset has improved performance (higher accuracy,
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higher dynamic efﬁciency, and higher motion completion rate) when the dimension reduction
is less than 50%. For the other two datasets, the original dimension is not high, thus, the
added PCA does not improve the performance.
2.5.6 Post-processing
In this study, majority voting post-processing (introduced in Section 2.1) is applied. The
representative results with different voting size is presented in Fig. 2.12. In Fig. 2.12, only the
results using OVA-SVM with 150ms and 25ms were shown. However, the results from other
algorithms and data sets showed similar trends.
Figure 2.12 – The accuracy and real-time metrics of individual ﬁnger movement data set after
majority voting.
Comparing the effects of majority voting on the two datasets, the main difference is the change
in Type I accuracy. However, because Type II accuracy is a more realistic measure for real life
usage, we will mainly focus our discussion on Type II accuracy, which shows the same trend
in both datasets. Even though the Type II accuracy increases when the voting size is smaller
than 15, the real time performance is compromised: the response time increases linearly
with the voting size, the motion completion rate and the dynamic efﬁciency both decrease
dramatically.
In our speciﬁc case, the voting size between 10 to 15 is a good trade-off between real-time
performance and accuracy.
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2.6 Summary
The purpose of this study is three-fold: to assess the commonly used time-domain features, to
evaluate the inﬂuence of sliding window segmentation length and increment length, and to
investigate the effectiveness of different algorithms.
Firstly, this study systematically tested seven commonly used time-domain features and their
combinations regarding the classiﬁcation accuracy and real-time performance using different
types of algorithms across three EMG datasets. Most of the results were consistent for all
algorithms and datasets. In general, feature combinations provide higher classiﬁcation accu-
racy (both type I and type II), higher motion completion rate, and higher dynamic efﬁciency,
compared to those of single features. The response time and motion completion time are
not necessarily longer when feature combinations are used. However, combined features
did require longer feature extraction time, training, and classiﬁcation time, because of the
increased feature dimensions.
The second focus of the study is to examine the inﬂuences of sliding window sizes and in-
crement sizes on the classiﬁcation performance. The results indicate that the window sizes
have a high impact on the classiﬁcation accuracy: smaller window sizes tend to be biased and
produce unoptimized classiﬁcation results. By selecting a larger window size, sometimes even
a simple feature can outperform a feature combination which uses a smaller window size.
Moreover, the results indicated that increment size has negligible inﬂuence on the classiﬁca-
tion accuracy and plays a more important role in the real-time performance. Larger increment
size leads to longer response and motion completion time. If computational power allows it,
the increment size chosen should be as small as possible.
We also compared the inﬂuence of different algorithms paired with selected feature or feature
combinations based on the previous simulation results. Generally speaking, SVMs have higher
accuracy, faster response speed, and higher motion completion rate when the feature space is
large. In other cases, there is no signiﬁcant advantages for using SVMs.
Furthermore, majority voting is applied as a post-processing technique to further increase
the classiﬁcation accuracy. It can be observed that there is a trade-off between classiﬁcation
accuracy and real-time performance. When a voting size is chosen properly (in our case,
between 1 and 15 window sizes), the classiﬁcation accuracy increases at the cost of longer
response time.
As has been observed in our classiﬁcation results, the inter-datasets variations are large.
The classiﬁcation results also depend on electrode placement, skin condition, and personal
differences. Therefore, there is a difference when attempting to compare our classiﬁcation
results directly to other reported EMG classiﬁcation results, because of the use of different
datasets. However, within the scope of our research, we have proven high classiﬁcation
accuracy within acceptable delay.
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The ﬁndings of this study can serve as a reference when choosing the EMG time domain
features, selecting window or increment sizes. This study offers some insights for the practical
development of dexterous myoelectric prostheses.
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3 Automatic Hand Phantom Map Gener-
ation and Detection
The previous chapter introduced some methods for pattern-recognition-based prosthesis
control (the feed-forward path). This chapter will focus on the ﬁrst step of non-invasive
sensory feedback design: deﬁning the phantom map shape distribution. The phantom map
phenomenon is a region on the body that can evoke a feeling of the lost hand [162, 163]. We
propose to use support vector machines (SVM) for a ﬁne grained phantom map detection. This
chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 explains the phantom map phenomenon and gives
a short introduction on how to use machine learning algorithms for phantom map detection.
The phantom map databases are described in Section 3.2. The databases are used to verify the
proposed algorithms. The third section presents three sampling methods for SVMs (Section
3.3). The fourth section introduces different decomposed support vector machines applied
in automatic phantom map detection (Section 3.4). Their accuracy and timing aspects are
presented and compared in Section 3.5. Finally, the results are summarized in Section 3.6.
3.1 Hand phantom map introduction
The phantom map phenomenon is also called referred sensation in the literature. For many
upper limb amputees, their phantom maps exist on their remaining stumps or their faces.
Phantom maps were reported to be developed shortly after amputation [164, 165, 166, 167].
Half of the developed phantom maps will stay stable in the long term [164]. Phantom maps
can serve as an area for providing targeted and natural sensory feedback because they are
modality-speciﬁc, and intrinsically linked to the lost ﬁngers [168, 169, 170]. Providing sensory
feedback on the phantom map has also shown to relieve phantom limb pain [70] and reduce
the mental workload [168].
The most widely accepted phantom map formation theory is cortical topography reorganiza-
tion [164]. After amputation, on the Penﬁeld map (Fig. 3.1), the regions representing the arm
and face invade the hand area, which is located between the two invading regions [171, 164],
thus establishing the phantom map.
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Figure 3.1 – Penﬁeld map i.e. a human body representation in the brain [172]. On the Penﬁeld
map, the area representing the hand in the brain is bordered by the face and arm regions.
Due to uncontrollable cortical reorganization after amputation, phantom map shape and
sensitivity vary from person to person [173, 168] and can also change over time [164]. The
current approach for phantom map detection is based on palpation, after which a rough
phantom map is drawn on the remaining stump of the amputee. The deﬁned phantom map
is quite rudimentary, inconsistent, and inaccurate. Though this roughly deﬁned phantom
map is sufﬁcient for current sensory feedback arrays (one actuator per phantom ﬁnger), a
more detailed and reﬁned phantom map shape distribution will be needed when a dense
stimulation array is applied.
In the current study, we introduce an automatic phantom map detection algorithm. Given a
limited number of training data, this algorithm predicts the phantom ﬁnger distribution of
an unknown phantom map. This algorithm consists of three steps: sampling, training, and
classiﬁcation (Fig. 3.2).
The training data sets and classiﬁcation feature sets are deﬁned before proceeding to the
algorithm descriptions. The training data sets consist of training features and training classes.
They are used to train a machine learning algorithm model. The classiﬁcation feature sets will
then be fed into the trained model and each testing feature set will be assigned a class label,
during the classiﬁcation phase.
The training data sets collection Tr is deﬁned as
Tr= {(ptr,1,ctr,1), . . . , (ptr,M,ctr,M )}, (3.1)
where ptr,i is the training feature (the location of the data points within a phantom map), with
ptr,i = (xi , yi ), xi and yi being the coordinates of point i in a phantom map matrix, M is the
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Figure 3.2 – Automatic phantom map detection ﬂow. The detection algorithm includes:
sampling, training, and classiﬁcation. The ﬁnal output is the predicted phantom map. In this
work, the amputees are assumed to always give the right answer.
number of training data sets, and ci is the class label (ci ∈ {0,1,2,3,4,5}, corresponding to no
phantom sensation, phantom thumb, index, middle, ring, and little ﬁnger, i = {1,2, . . . ,M }).
The classiﬁcation feature sets collection is deﬁned as
Ptst = {ptst,1, . . . ,ptst,10000}, (3.2)
whereas the collection of testing classes is deﬁned as
Ctst = {ctst,1, . . . ,ctst,10000}, (3.3)
where ctst,1 ∈ [0,1,2,3,4,5]. For each individual phantom map, M selected points are sampled
and used to train the SVMs. Due to the different outliers of each phantom map, every phantom
map needs its individual training and classiﬁcation.
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3.2 Hand phantom map databases
Two databases are introduced in this section to test the phantom map detection algorithms:
the ﬁrst database consists of generated phantom maps using a contour model (Section 3.2.1),
whereas the second database is based on processed and transformed reported phantom map
images (Section 3.2.2).
3.2.1 Hand phantom map model generation
Realistic phantom maps are generated to test the phantom map detection algorithms (Fig.
3.2: Initialization). From the reported phantom maps, and our own observations, it can be
concluded that phantom maps have clear and smooth edges [170, 168]. Repeated phantom
digits and phantom ﬁnger overlaps were also reported [168]. Some amputees have a complete
phantom map (all ﬁve phantom ﬁngers exist) while other amputees have only partial phantom
maps (one or more phantom ﬁngers are missing) (Fig. 3.3). Moreover, it is also observed that
when several phantom digits are touched simultaneously, the amputee can distinguish all the
digits that are being touched.
Figure 3.3 – Two real phantom map examples. Left: a complete phantom map with ﬁve
phantom digits: D1 to D5 represent thumb, index, middle, ring, and little phantom ﬁnger,
respectively. The phantom map shapes were detected by palpation [170]. Right: a complete
phantom map with either shared phantom ﬁngers or indistinguishable phantom ﬁngers
under testing conditions (touching with a pen). D0 represents tested areas without phantom
sensation. D23 and D235 represent shared phantom sensation areas [168].
For simpliﬁcation, it is assumed that phantom digits do not overlap. The phantom map model
is formulated as a 100× 100 matrix A, considering the typical area of the remaining stump and
the minimum two-point discrimination distance. Each cell in the matrix is assigned a number
from [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] using a contour model, where zero represents no phantom sensation and
the numbers 1 to 5 represent phantom thumb, phantom index, phantom middle, phantom
ring, and phantom little ﬁnger, respectively (Fig. 3.4). Firstly, the generation algorithm selects
4 to 5 cells randomly within the given a × b window (Fig. 3.4: step 1 and 2) (for 5 ﬁnger
phantom maps, 0 < a,b ≤ 60 and for 10 ﬁnger phantom maps, 0 < a,b ≤ 45 to accelerate
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the convergence speed). The selected cells are then connected by an active snake contour
model (Fig. 3.4: step 3) [174]. The contour deﬁnes the boundary of a phantom ﬁnger by
assigning a number to all the cells inside the contour, starting from 1 (Fig. 3.4: step 4) . Then
the generation algorithms repeat this procedure until the the required phantom ﬁngers are
assigned (Fig. 3.4).
Figure 3.4 – Phantom map generation ﬂow graph. The generation consists of four steps: deﬁne
a window, select points within the window, connect the points, and assign the phantom ﬁnger.
To quantify the size of phantom sensation area (the area on the remaining stump that can
elicit the feeling of lost ﬁngers) , the ‘phantom sensation coverage (CPS)’ parameter is deﬁned
to describe the percentage of the phantom sensation area over the remaining stump:
CPS =
A Phantom ﬁngers
A Stump area
, (3.4)
where A Phantom ﬁngers is the total phantom ﬁnger area, and A Stump area is the whole stump area,
A Stump area = 100×100. In our case, each cell is a sampling point.
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The phantom map model generation method provides the possibility to adjust the phantom
sensation coverage range (Fig. 3.5), to select between complete and partial phantommaps, and
to control the total number of generated phantom digit representations (Fig. 3.6). Examples of
generated phantom map models are shown in Fig. 3.7.
Figure 3.5 – Phantom sensation coverage control: averageCPS of 5 ﬁngered phantom maps
generated by varying a and b within 0< a,b ≤ 60.
3.2.2 Database from reported phantom map images
To further validate the proposed algorithms, we also used ﬁve reported phantom map images
from the literature [175, 176, 170, 177] to build a second phantom map database. To digitize
the reported phantom map images, the edge of each phantom ﬁnger in the reported phantom
map images (Fig. 3.17(a)) was outlined in Illustrator (Adobe Illustrator CC, United States)
and each phantom ﬁnger area is assigned a color. Then each Illustrator processed image
is imported into MATLAB 2017b (The MathWorks, Inc., United States) and down-sampled
into a 100×100 matrix (Fig. 3.17(b)), with each color mapped to its corresponding grey scale
value. The compressed matrix (image) is used for classiﬁcation. The corresponding predicted
phantom maps using OVO-SVM and 2×2 majority pooling are presented in Fig. 3.17 (c).
The digitized phantom maps are then transformed into a group of images using rotation,
scaling, shearing, translation, and barrel or pin cushion transformation. For rotation, each
digitized reported phantom map image is rotated between 0° and 360° for every 5°. For scaling,
both proportional scaling and one-dimensional scaling are used. The scaling factor ranges
from 10% and 100%. For the translation, both single direction and bi-directional translation
are used. The shear factor ranges from 0 to 1. For barrel or pin cushion transformation, the
amplitude of the cubic term varies between -0.01 to 0.01. Examples of the transformed images
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Figure 3.6 – CPS distribution of 400 generated phantom maps (100 samples of each type).
x-axis: CPS, y-axis: number of phantom maps.
are shown in Fig. 3.8.
3.3 Sampling methods
Our work applies machine learning algorithms for accurate phantom map detection. One of
the reasons to use machine learning algorithms is to deploy a limited number of sample points
(referred to as samples in the rest of the chapter) and thus require limited active time involving
an amputee. Selecting representative samples is key for machine learning algorithms. Our
experience working with amputees has conﬁrmed that amputees can clearly identify the
phantom ﬁnger that is being touched and that the amputee can distinguish which ﬁnger feels
stronger when several phantom ﬁngers were simultaneously touched.
Three different sampling methods to gather training data are proposed and explained in this
section (Fig. 3.2: Step 1: Sampling): random sampling, systematic sampling, and majority
pooling sampling. Although their effectiveness is tested with simulated data, the sampling
protocols are designed in such a way that they are also applicable in future clinical tests.
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Figure 3.7 – Examples of generated phantom map models.
3.3.1 Random sampling (RS)
Random sampling involves randomly picking m data sets and labeling them individually (Fig.
3.9 (a)). The m data sets will be used for training the support vector machine algorithms.
3.3.2 Systematic sampling (SS)
Instead of randomly choosing the query data point, the whole phantom map region is evenly
divided into a regular grid. Each grid point is a sampling point (Fig. 3.9 (b)).
3.3.3 Majority pooling sampling (MPS)
Majority-pooling sampling shares the same principle with the max-pooling concept of convo-
lutional neural networks. Applying pooling can provide a more compact representation of the
data sets and high resistance to outliers [178]. First, MPS deﬁnes a number of non-overlapping
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Original Rotation
Shearing 
Pin cushion 
transformation
Scaling
Translation
Figure 3.8 – Examples of transformed phantom map images from the reported phantom map
images.
rectangular windows Wi , with Wi ⊂ Astump area and i ∈ [1,2 . . . ,M ], M being the number of
training data sets. Each window covers p×q sampling points. The contents (ﬁnger number)
of all the cells within the window are collected and relabeled as the number that occurs most
frequently.
∀i ,W i =Mo(W i ), (3.5)
where Mo represents mode operation, which selects the value that occurs most frequently in
the window.
Fig. 3.9 (c) and (d) are the graphical representations of two majority pooling sampling exam-
ples. Due to the mode operation, errors are introduced in the training data sets. To analyze
how these errors inﬂuence the classiﬁcation accuracy, we deﬁne a pooling induced error EMP
as
EMP = NE
N
, (3.6)
where NE is the number of wrongly labeled training data due to pooling and N is the total
number of training data sets.
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Figure 3.9 – Graphical representations of sampling methods. The number of samples is 100.
The stars represent sampled points (enlarged for better visualization).
3.4 Support vector machines in phantom map detection
After the training data sets are gathered, the next step is to use the training data sets to train
the support vector machines (SVMs) (Fig. 3.2: Step 2: training). After the SVMs are trained,
they can be used to detect the phantom map distribution (Fig. 3.2: Step 3: Classiﬁcation).
The working principles of SVMs have been introduced in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2 and will not
be repeated here.
The four decomposition techniques to extend binary SVMs to multi-class SVMs for phantom
map detection is the same as described in Chapter2 Section 2.3. The architectures of the four
decomposition technques: one-vs-all (OVA), one-vs-one (OVO), direct acyclic graph (DAG),
and binary tree (BT), are shown in Fig. 3.10 to Fig. 3.13.
Table 3.1 lists the number of binary SVMs needed for a k-class classiﬁcation problem.
3.4.1 Fuzzy support vector machine
Even though an SVM has high classiﬁcation accuracy, it is prone to inﬂuences from noise
and outliers in the training data [179]. Thus, fuzzy SVMs (FSVM) were proposed to increase
the noise resistance of conventional SVMs by applying a fuzzy membership function to the
training data sets [180]. The fuzzy membership function is used to reorganize the training
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Figure 3.10 – The architecture of an OVA-SVM in classifying a complete phantom map. Zero(0)
to ﬁve(5) represent no phantom sensation, thumb, index, middle, ring, and little phantom
ﬁnger, respectively. Di ,i¯ represents a binary SVM (a decision function) in classifying class i
and the rest of the classes.
Figure 3.11 – The OVO-SVM architecture in classifying a complete phantom map. Zero to
ﬁve represent no phantom sensation (0), thumb (1), index (2), middle (3), ring (4), and little
phantom ﬁnger (5). Di , j (x) represents a binary SVM (a decision function) in distinguishing
class i and class j .
Table 3.1 – Multi-class SVM classiﬁers: number of binary SVMs required for the four main
decomposition methods.
Method
Number of binary SVMs
required for a k-class
classiﬁcation problem
Number of SVMs required to
classify a complete phantom
map
OVA k 6
OVO k(k−1)2 15
DAG k(k−1)2 15
BT 2log2k 5
data set so that the noisy or false input points contribute less to the boundary formation.
In automatic phantom map detection applications, the noise mainly comes from majority
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Figure 3.12 – The DAG-SVM architecture in classifying a complete phantom map. Zero to
ﬁve represent no phantom sensation (0), thumb (1), index (2), middle (3), ring (4), and little
phantom ﬁnger (5). Di , j (x) represents a binary SVM for classifying between class i and class j .
i¯ on the branch represents the decision function output that the testing point does not belong
to any class i .
Figure 3.13 – A BT-SVM architecture for classifying a complete phantom map. Zero to ﬁve
represent no phantom sensation (0), thumb (1), index (2), middle (3), ring (4), and little
phantom ﬁnger (5). D(i ),(j )(x) represents a binary SVM in distinguishing between classes
included ini and classes included in j . (¯i ) represents the decision function output that the
data does not belong to any of the classes included ini .
pooling sampling (Subsection 3.3.3). In order to reduce the effect of pooling-induced errors,
we propose to employ a step fuzzy membership function fc :
fc =
{
1 when ∀ i and j , i 	= j , Si = S j ,
α otherwise,
(3.7)
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where i and j are the element indices in a pooling window, Si and S j are the phantom
sensation labels of the i th and j th element, with Si ,S j ∈ [0,1,2,3,4,5], and α is a constant.
After applying the fuzzy membership function, the penalty parameterC in (2.11) depends on
the training data sets:
C=Cconst× fc , (3.8)
whereCconst is the constant penalty parameter value deﬁned in the conventional SVM.
3.4.2 Active learning support vector machine
Active learning can be considered as a semi-supervised machine learning technique [181].
It is suitable in situations where data are abundant, but the labeling is ‘expensive’ or time-
consuming. In this case, selecting suitable data for each query is important. Active learning is
able to query the candidate data interactively, using a speciﬁed rule (called query strategy) and
sequentially adding new data for labeling and contributing to the model training. Formulating
the query strategy is one of the core research topics in active learning. One of the most
widely-used query strategies is uncertainty sampling [182]. Among the uncertainty sampling
methods, margin sampling (MS) and its variations, especially multi-class level uncertainty
(MCLU), have shown good performance when combined with SVM [182].
The MS strategy queries the instances with the least conﬁdence under the current model:
x∗M = argmaxx(1−PD (yˆ |x)), (3.9)
where x∗M is the instance selected for query, yˆ is the class label under the current model D,
PD represents the distance to the decision boundaries, and x represents the feature of the
candidate set.
The MCLU approach selects the samples that feature the smallest difference between the ﬁrst
and the second largest distance values to the decision hyperplanes. In other words, MCLU
focuses on the instances that have the most uncertainty between the two most likely classes in
the current model:
x∗M = argminx(PD (yˆ1|x)−PD (yˆ2|x)), (3.10)
where x∗M is the instance selected for query, yˆ1 and yˆ2 are the two most likely class labels under
the current model D , PD represents the distance to the decision boundaries, x represents the
feature of the candidate set.
The above mentioned two strategies focuses on adding one instance at a time. In order to
achieve faster training, batch-mode active learning is often used, whereby a group of instances
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is added at a time. To ensure the representativeness of selected instances, diversity criteria
are often used for query data selection. In the current study, we applied angle-based diversity
(ABD), as it shows improved classiﬁcation accuracy when combined with SVM [183, 184]. The
diversity is measured by the cosine angle distance between two samples deﬁned in the kernel
space:
∠(xi ,x j )= cos−1
( K (xi ,x j )√
K (xi ,xi )K (xi ,x j )
)
, (3.11)
where K (·) is the kernel function (the RBF kernel deﬁned in Chapter 2 (2.12) in our case), xi
and x j are the features of two instances of selected for the similarity measurement.
The diversity criteria variable g can therefore be expressed as:
g =max{ |K (xi ,l ,xi , j )|√
K (xi ,l ,xi ,l )K (xi , j ,xi , j )
}, (3.12)
To combine both batch-mode uncertainty measurement and diversity criteria, the added
training batch is constructed incrementally:
xt = argmin
xi∈I/X
(
λ| f (xi )|+ (1−λ)
[
max
x j∈X
K (xi ,x j )√
K (xi ,xi )K (xi ,x j
])
, (3.13)
where I contains the unlabeled candidate data in the pool, I/X represents the candidate
data excluding the ones already contained in the current batch, f (xi ) is the distance to the
hyperplane, and λ is the trade-off parameter between uncertainty measurement and diversity
criteria.
3.5 Results and discussion
Due to the absence of wearable dense stimulation arrays, the automatic phantom map detec-
tion algorithms were tested on realistic and ﬂexible generated phantom maps as well as ﬁve
reported phantom map images and transformations thereof. The phantom map generation
algorithm considered different types of phantom maps and introduced parameters to provide
a variety of reasonable and representative shapes. The trends of the classiﬁcation results ob-
tained by the two types of phantom maps are similar. Therefore, the analyses and discussion
were applicable for both generated and reported phantom maps.
The phantom map model generation and detection were implemented in MATLAB 2017
(The MathWorks, Inc., United States), running on an HP laptop with an Intel core i5-4300
CPU@1.90GHz. Six types of metrics are deﬁned below, and used to interpret the classiﬁcation
accuracy (presented in Subsection 3.5.2). The timing of each algorithm is presented and exam-
ined in Subsection 3.5.3. The impacts of different algorithms, sampling methods, stimulation
array density, and socket shifting on accuracy and timing are discussed, respectively.
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3.5.1 Simulation setup
Two types of scenarios were simulated: dense array and coarse array.
Dense array A total of 100 samples for the sampling phase were selected, which we believe
to be realistic for a dense array. From our experience of working with amputees, we have
observed that the approximate time needed for one stimulating and collecting response is 15
to 30 seconds. In a clinical set-up, we need 25 to 30 minutes to complete 100 data collections,
which is a reasonable time period to actively involve an amputee.
Coarse array The potential use of custom-designed coarse stimulation arrays for phantom
map detection is also investigated. These stimulation arrays are designed primarily to provide
sensory feedback for upper limb amputees (Chapter 3). Two types of stimulation devices
are considered: a multi-modal actuator combining a servo motor and an eccentric rotating
mass vibrator (Fig. 3.14(a)) and a servo motor-based mechanotactile pusher (Fig. 3.14(b)).
For the multi-modal stimulation device, the minimal contact size is ﬁxed by the vibrator (153
mm2). For the mechanotactile pusher, the arm and pin are 3D printed and the contact size is
controllable. A 3×5 multi-modal actuator array (Fig. 3.14(c)) [185] or a 4×6 mechanotactile
actuator array can ﬁt on the remaining stump of an amputee.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.14 – Two types of stimulation devices: (a) mechanotactile stimulation device and (b)
multi-modal stimulation device, principally used for providing sensory feedback for upper
limb amputees. An array consisting of 3 × 5 multi-modal stimulation devices are also shown
(c).
The physical contact sizes of mechanotactile and multi-modal actuators are represented by
pooling sizes in the simulation scenario. The average phantom map area is roughly 100 cm2.
The minimum contact sizes for mechanotactile and multi-modal actuators are 100mm2 and
153mm2, respectively. Given that in a simulation scenario the pooling size reﬂects the physical
contact size, the corresponding minimum pooling sizes p×q (deﬁned in 3.3.3) are 15×9 and
7×7 for multi-modal and mechanotactile actuators, respectively (Fig. 3.15).
The overall simulation setup is summarized in Table 3.2
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15 – Graphical representations of coarse array sampling. The blue stars represent
sampling points, enlarged for better visualization. (a) Multi-modal stimulation array: 3×5
sampling size with 15×9 pooling size. (b) Mechanotactile stimulation array: 4×6 sampling
size with 7×7 pooling size.
Table 3.2 – Simulation setup using dense (100 × 100) and coarse arrays (multi-modal and
mechanotactile) for different sampling methods.
Sampling methods
RS and SS MPS (pooling size = p×q)
# Training data sets
per phantom map model 100 100×p×q
# Testing data sets
per phantom map model 10000
Number of phantom maps
in each database
Phantom map database Type Number of phantom map images
# Generated phantom maps
complete 5 100
complete 10 100
incomplete 5 100
incomplete 10 100
# Transformed reported
phantom map images
reported (original) 5
rotation 72 × 5
scaling 10 × 5
shearing 20 × 5
translation 10 × 5
barrel or pin cushion 20 × 5
3.5.2 Accuracy
The detection accuracies of different sampling methods, algorithms, and scenarios are de-
picted by six metrics deﬁned in the following.
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Accuracy metrics deﬁnition
To evaluate the accuracy of the phantom map detection algorithms, six types of metrics
are deﬁned: absolute error rate (EA), functional error rate (EF ), redundancy error rate (ER ),
insufﬁciency error rate (EI ), precision error rate (EP ), and phantom sensation coverage ratio
(RPSC) between a generated phantom map and its corresponding predicted phantom map.
The general error rate E is deﬁned as
E =
∑N
i=1 fi (ci ,a ,ci ,p )
N
, (3.14)
where fi (ci ,a ,ci ,p )=
{
1when ci ,a 	= ci ,p
0when ci ,a = ci ,p
ci ,a is the real label of the i th testing set, ci ,p is the predicted label of the i th testing set, and N
is the number of testing data sets for EA , EF , ER , and EI , and the number of testing data sets
containing phantom sensation for EP .
• For EA , ci ,a ∈ {0,1,2,3,4,5}, ci ,p ∈ {0,1,2,3,4,5}. EA measures the fraction of all misclassi-
ﬁed data points of a predicted phantom map.
• For EF , ci ,a ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}, ci ,p ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}. EF measures the fraction of points belong-
ing to one phantom ﬁnger which are falsely attributed to another ﬁnger, leading to a
functional error (wrong ﬁnger stimulation when providing sensory feedback).
• For ER , ci ,a = 0, ci ,p ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}. ER measures the fraction of points belonging to class
0 (i.e. no phantom sensation) which are wrongly attributed to other classes. When
providing sensory feedback, these points do not cause mistakes between ﬁngers, but
their stimulation is redundant and costs energy without providing useful feedback.
• For EI , ci ,a ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}, ci ,p = 0. EI measures the loss of stimulation points which
takes place when data points belonging to class 1 to 5 (phantom thumb to phantom
little ﬁnger) are wrongly attributed to class 0 (no phantom sensation) and therefore not
stimulated.
• For EP , ci ,a ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}, ci ,p ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}. EP indicates the fraction of incorrectly
classiﬁed phantom sensation points with respect to all the phantom sensation points in
the generated phantom map.
The absolute error rate is the sum of functional, redundancy, and insufﬁciency error rates:
EA = EF +ER +EI . (3.15)
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EP is a special case of misclassiﬁcation between ﬁngers. It is deﬁned as :
EP = EF
CPS
. (3.16)
The phantom sensation coverage ratio RPSC is the ratio of predicted phantom sensation area
over the original phantom sensation area:
RPSC =
C ′PS
CPS
, (3.17)
where C ′PS is the phantom sensation coverage of the predicted phantom map and CPS is
the phantom sensation coverage of the original generated phantom map. RPSC deﬁnes the
proportion of the predicted phantom mapC ′PS over the corresponding generated phantom
map model (the originalCPS) (3.17).
To demonstrate the deﬁned metrics, Fig. 3.16 shows examples of generated phantom maps,
predicted phantom maps, their confusion matrices and accuracy metrics.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.16 – Examples of generated phantom maps, predicted phantom maps, their confusion
matrices, absolute error rates (EA), functional error rates (EF ), redundancy error rates (ER ),
insufﬁciency error rates (EI ), and precision error rates(EP ) using (a) BT-SVM with 3×3 majority
pooling and (b) OVA-SVM with 3×3 majority pooling.
Grand average accuracy
The grand average accuracy is deﬁned as the average error rate over all 400 generated phantom
maps (Fig. 3.6) or over the tested phantom map photos. The ﬁve types of grand average
error rates and phantom sensation coverage ratios of different SVM algorithm and sampling
method combinations are presented in Fig. 3.18. The reported error rates for active learning
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(AL) is the smallest error rate from different query strategies, diversity criteria, initial size, and
incrementing steps.
For the reported phantom map images, the edge of each phantom ﬁnger in the phantom map
photos presented in the literature (Fig. 3.17(a)) was outlined in Illustrator (Adobe Illustrator
CC, United States). Each phantom ﬁnger area is assigned a color. Then the outlined image is
imported into MATLAB 2017b (The MathWorks, Inc., United States) and down-sampled into
a 100×100 matrix (Fig. 3.17(b)). Each color is mapped to its corresponding grey scale value.
The compressed matrix (image) is used for classiﬁcation. Selected classiﬁcation results are
presented in Fig. 3.17 (c) and (d).
The detection accuracy results obtained by using the reported phantom map images show
similar trends to those observed when using generated phantom maps; the following analysis
does therefore apply to both types, although it will be mostly focused on the discussion of the
generated data. The error rates of the reported phantom maps are slightly higher than those of
the generated ones, which could be caused by the low average phantom sensation coverage of
the former. However, it is hard to draw further conclusions because of the limited sample size.
The inﬂuence of sampling methods
To further discuss the inﬂuence of sampling methods, Fig. 3.19 is presented, illustrating the
absolute classiﬁcation error rate as a function of different sampling methods. The algorithm
used is OVO-SVM, over 100 complete phantom maps with 5 phantom ﬁngers.
For all four algorithms used, applying majority pooling generally reduces error rates, espe-
cially the absolute error rate EA and the functional error rate EF (Fig. 3.18). Random and
systematic sampling produce higher rates because the two sampling methods cannot acquire
enough representative data points (as qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 3.9). Only 1% of the total
data points are considered in the training while using random or systematic sampling. By
applying majority pooling, a larger range of samples can be acquired, normally p×q more
data compared to the other two sampling methods, with a sample size of p×q .
It was also observed that for the chosen dense array settings (Table 3.2), 2×2 majority pooling
produces the smallest error rates for all ﬁve error rate metrics (see for example Fig. 3.19 for
EA). However, when using majority pooling in other settings, there is a trade-off between the
pooling-induced error rate and the sampling range. A larger pooling size can produce a larger
sampling range coverage, but it introduces more pooling-induced errors or noise. For each
particular setting, an optimal pooling size exists.
The inﬂuence of different SVM decomposition methods
Overall, the OVO architecture produces the lowest EA (Fig. 3.18) and we have observed that
the predicted phantom map shapes do indeed best represent the original phantom maps (Fig.
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Figure 3.17 – Examples of (a) the photos of phantom maps drawn on the remaining stumps
((1)[170], (2)[177], (3) [176], (4)[176], (5)[177]), (b) the down-sampled phantom map matrices
based on the photos, (c) the predicted phantom maps using OVO-SVM with majority pooling
(pooling size = 2× 2, and (d) the predicted phantom maps using BT-SVM with majority pooling
(pooling size = 2 × 2). The phantom maps predicted using OVO-SVMs better represent the
original shapes of the phantom ﬁngers than the ones using BT-SVMs. Due to the architecture
of BT-SVM, the phantom ﬁngers tend to become attached to each other.
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3.16). Although OVA has the second best performance. We have observed unclassiﬁed regions
when using this architecture. Examples of the unclassiﬁed region can be seen in the dashed
black lines running within a phantom map ﬁnger in Fig. 3.16(b).
The architecture of BT-SVM is intrinsically different from the other three multi-class SVMs.
All the other three methods classify, to some degree, one class at a time, whereas a BT-SVM
tries to separate a group of classes from another group of classes. When classifying a complete
phantom map (Fig. 3.13), the BT-SVM ﬁrst distinguishes between class group (0,1,2) and class
group (3,4,5). When then distinguishing between classes (3,4,5), it does not consider the
classes (0,1,2), but only looks for the largest margin between the classes (3,4,5) themselves.
This can result in two of the class regions being connected in the predicted phantom map,
such as in Fig. 3.16(a).
When using BT-SVM, different tree structures can produce different prediction results, es-
pecially when dealing with unbalanced data sets. BT-SVM should theoretically have a faster
training and classiﬁcation speed - however, the fast speed comes with the price of a degraded
performance[156].
The effect of adding a fuzzy membership function
Fuzzy SVMs are applied to each decomposition SVM algorithm. An FSVM assigns a fuzzy
membership function (3.7) to each training data set, so that each training data set makes a
different contribution in the training process. An FSVM can reduce the inﬂuence of pooling
induced errors EMP (3.6). Using FSVMs generally increases the detection accuracy when using
the 100×100 dense arrays. We have also observed that FSVMs reduce the unclassiﬁed region
for OVA- and OVO-SVM, in accordance with ﬁndings in previous literature [186, 187].
The inﬂuence of active learning
As mentioned in Subsection 3.4.2, there are different query strategies and diversity criteria for
active learnings. Moreover, the initial size and batch size also affect the ﬁnal accuracy. The
error rates using different query strategies, diversity criteria, initial sizes, and batch sizes are
listed in Table 3.3 and examples of learning curves when using margin sampling are shown in
Fig. 3.20.
For MS query strategies, smaller batch sizes generally produce smaller ﬁnal error rates (Fig.
3.20). For MCLU query strategies, the inﬂuence of batch sizes on ﬁnal error rate are less
dominant. In our speciﬁc classiﬁcation application, adding ABD diverse criteria does not
necessarily decrease the error rate (Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3 – Absolute error rates of active learning SVMs using different query strategies, diver-
sity criteria, initial and batch sizes. The algorithm used is OVA-SVM with 2×2 majority-pooling
sampling. For ABD, the trade-off parameter λ= 0.5.
Initial size Batch size
Query strategy and diversity criteria
MS MCLU MS + ABD MCLU + ABD
40
2 11.62 16.8 15.5 20.4
5 18.3 16.0 17.6 19.5
10 19.7 15.7 20.0 18.7
20 21.3 15.8 21.1 17.5
50
2 11.6 15.4 11.7 16.4
5 9.11 15.4 10.5 14.5
10 15.5 16.1 14.6 13.3
20 16.0 12.9 15.7 11.5
60
2 12.1 14.7 11.9 13.6
5 20.6 13.9 19.8 15.1
10 16.4 13.3 18.4 17.4
20 17.5 13.9 18.0 16.9
70
2 11.4 11.6 12.5 12.3
5 14.4 12.8 13.4 10.7
10 17.6 12.3 16.8 10.4
20 19.3 11.8 19.4 12.5
80
2 18.8 11.6 17.5 12.0
5 19.7 9.59 18.7 10.4
10 19.6 9.46 18.7 11.3
20 19.3 9.66 20.4 15.4
90
2 15.0 10.4 14.5 20.2
5 16.4 14.6 15.8 18.4
10 16.2 15.1 17.4 19.5
20 18.5 14.43 19.0 17.1
MS stands for margin sampling. MCLU stands for multi-class level uncertainty.
ABD stands for angle-based diversity.
Coarse array detection accuracy
The grand average error rates and phantom sensation coverage ratios when using coarse arrays
for phantom map detection are shown in Table 3.4. Fuzzy SVMs were also evaluated in coarse
array detection scenarios. However, the error rates were not signiﬁcantly decreased when
fuzzy memebership functions were used, thus the corresponding results are not reported
here. Fig. 3.21 shows examples of generated phantom maps, their corresponding predicted
phantom maps, the confusion matrices, and six metrics.
The detection accuracy decreases dramatically when coarse stimulation arrays are used (Fig.
3.18 VS. Table 3.4). For coarse arrays, OVO architecture was still shown to produce the smallest
error rate. However, applying fuzzy SVM does not decrease the error rates. One possible
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Table 3.4 – Grand average accuracy results over all 400 generated phantom maps using coarse
stimulation arrays (Fig. 3.14).
Multi-modal stimulation array 3×5,
pooling size: 15×9, EMP= 14.9%
Method EA(%) EF (%) ER (%) EI (%) EP (%) RPSC
OVA 35.9 7.06 11.6 17.2 22.5 1.08
OVO 32.1 2.20 13.7 16.2 13.6 0.91
DAG 38.5 5.4 15.6 17.5 20.7 0.86
BT 51.8 4.6 23.6 13.6 38.2 1.23
Mechanotactile stimulation array 4×6,
pooling size: 7×7, EMP = 19.4%
OVA 33.5 3.80 25.0 4.77 9.41 1.57
OVO 33.2 2.19 26.9 4.14 5.51 1.66
DAG 37.5 5.95 15.2 16.4 7.83 1.25
BT 40.8 9.48 27.2 4.17 30.2 1.38
explanation is that the pooling size is too big and the sensing density is too small, thus the
high pooling induced error is so large that the current fuzzy membership cannot cancel the
error rate.
From the simulation results of coarse array detection, we could conclude that a dense array
is needed for accurate phantom map detection. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no wearable dense array (100 × 100) is readily available. Therefore, we propose a two-step
approach for sensory feedback designs: ﬁrst, a non-wearable dense array is used to detect the
accurate phantom map shapes. Then, according to the predicted phantom map distribution,
a wearable array consisting of 20 to 30 actuators can be integrated into the socket.
Socket shifting effects
For the dense array scenario, the stimulation devices are used both for phantom map detection
and for providing sensory feedback. The stimulation devices are embedded in the socket.
The socket is taken on and off daily, thus resulting in slight shifts of the stimulation device
arrangement. One possible shifting scenario could be the lateral shift shown in Fig. 3.22. This
scenario has been simulated with different levels of shifting and the error rates are calculated
as shown in Fig. 3.23 and Fig. 3.24.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.23, all the error rates increase as the shifting degree increases
(Fig. 3.24). Despite the dramatic increase of the absolute error rate EA , the functional error
rate EF does not increase substantially in absolute terms (from 0.12% to 0.97%). Indeed,
the increased EF is still small (less than 1%), which demonstrates that the function of the
stimulation devices, reﬂected by the EF value, will be not largely affected by a slight socket
misalignment.
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3.5.3 Timing
Different sampling and training methods result in different training (Tt ) and classiﬁcation
times (Tc ). Table 3.5 shows the grand average training and classiﬁcation time using different
sampling methods, averaged over all 400 generated phantom maps and calculated for the
target ideal dense array as well as for the two examples of coarse stimulation arrays currently
under investigation to provide sensory feedback.
Table 3.5 – Grand average training time Tt and classiﬁcation time Tc of all 400 generated
phantom maps using a dense array (100 samples) and two coarse (stimulation) arrays (3×5
and 4×6 actuators, corresponding to simulation pooling sizes of 15×9 and 7×7).
Tt (ms) Tc (s) Tt (ms) Tc (s)
Dense array
Method OVA OVO
RS 35.0 15.9 54.9 33.7
SS 28.6 15.3 47.9 32.7
MP (2 × 2) 84.2 17.5 79.3 39.6
DAG BT
RS 54.9 15.8 24.8 5.57
SS 47.9 15.5 19.8 5.30
MP (2 × 2) 79.3 16.5 48.1 6.05
Multi-modal coarse (stimulation) array, 3×5 actuators
OVA OVO
MP 15×9 952 34.7 356 46.7
DAG BT
MP 15×9 356 35.8 301.9 9.13
Mechanotactile coarse (stimulation) array, 4×6 actuators
OVA OVO
MP 7×7 348.3 25.2 196 45.0
DAG BT
MP 7×7 196 43.5 153 9.79
The training and classiﬁcation time increase substantially with the pooling size, but still stay
within an acceptable range. Given the same number of training data sets, the training and
classiﬁcation times were inﬂuenced by decomposition architectures (shown in Fig. 3.10 to
Fig. 3.13). OVO and DAG share the same training process. Under the same conditions, the
training times of OVO and DAG are therefore equal. Given the same number of training data
sets, OVO and DAG-SVM do not require signiﬁcantly more training time than the other two
methods when using random and systematic sampling, and sometimes even less training time
when using majority pooling sampling. The classiﬁcation processes of OVO and DAG-SVM
are different (Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12). DAG-SVM requires much less classiﬁcation time than
OVO-SVM at the price of a slightly higher absolute error rate (EA)).
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3.6 Conclusion
This chapter proposed automatic phantom map detection algorithms using different decom-
position SVMs. Fuzzy SVMs and active learning SVMs are also evaluated. In the absence of
wearable dense stimulation arrays, the accuracy and timing aspects were tested on ﬂexible
and realistic phantom map models and ﬁve reported phantom map images. The results were
compared and discussed. Because the classiﬁcation results of ﬁve reported phantom map
images are similar to that of generated phantom map models, the discussion incorporated
both generated and reported phantom map images.
OVO-SVMs generally feature high classiﬁcation accuracy (absolute error rate ranging between
8.8% to 25%) and near real time training speed (less than 1 s training time). Moreover, fuzzy-
SVMs proved effective in decreasing the inﬂuence of noisy data and increasing detection
accuracy, as well as reducing unclassiﬁed regions for OVA-SVMs. Active SVMs interactively
select samples, thus increasing the detection accuracy when the initial size and batch size are
selected properly.
The three sampling methods: random sampling, systematic sampling, and majority-pooling
sampling were designed so as to be also applicable for future clinical tests. Among the three,
majority-pooling sampling with a proper pooling size proved to be the most efﬁcient, at the
cost of an increase in training time which does, however, stay within an acceptable range.
The potential performance using coarse stimulation arrays, designed primarily to provide
sensory feedback, was also evaluated and found to be much lower than that of a dense array.
They are thus unsuitable for reﬁned phantom map shape detection. We therefore propose a
two-step approach, ﬁrstly using a non-wearable dense array to detect an accurate phantom
map shape, then applying a wearable coarse stimulation array, customized according to the
detection results.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst attempt at systematic phantom map shape detection.
The proposed method can help optimize sensory feedback array arrangements, as well as
tracking the changes of the phantom maps.
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(a) 400 generated phantom map models
(b) 5 reported phantom maps and their transformations
Absolute error rate (EA) Functional error rate (EF)
Redundancy error rate (ER) Insufficiency error rate (EI)
Precision error rate (EP) Phantom map sensation coverage ratio (RPSC)
Absolute error rate (EA) Functional error rate (EF)
Redundancy error rate (ER) Insufficiency error rate (EI)
Precision error rate (EP) Phantom map sensation coverage ratio (RPSC)
OVA OVO DAG BT
OVA OVO DAG BT
OVA OVO DAG BT OVA OVO DAG BT
OVA OVO DAG BT
OVA OVO DAG BT
OVA OVO DAG BT
OVA OVO DAG BT
OVA OVO DAG BT OVA OVO DAG BT
OVA OVO DAG BT
OVA OVO DAG BT
Random sampling Systematic sampling Majority pooling (2×2)
Active learnig (2×2) Fuzzy SVM (2×2)
Figure 3.18 – Grand average error rates and phantom sensation coverage ratios over (a) all 400
generated phantom maps and (b) ﬁve reported phantom map images and their corresponding
transformed images. For 2×2 majority pooling, EMP = 5.35% for generated phantom maps and
EMP = 4.27% for reported phantom map images. The grand average accuracy is inﬂuenced
both by the sampling methods and SVM algorithms used. For both generated and reported
phantom maps, OVO-SVM produces the smallest error rate. Even though the absolute error
rate (EA) for reported phantom maps is higher than for the generated ones, the more critical
metric (function error rate EF ) is still within an acceptable range.
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Figure 3.19 – Absolute error rate EA vs. CPS using different sampling methods for OVO-SVM.
The phantom map models used are 100 complete phantom maps with 5 ﬁngers.
Figure 3.20 – Learning curves for different batch sizes and different initial sizes using MS
selection strategies. The x-axis is the size of training data sets. The y-axis is the absolute error
rate. The absolute error rate was averaged over 400 phantom maps. The used algorithm is
OVA-SVM with random sampling. The stop criterion is when the number of sampling times
reaches 100.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.21 – Examples of using coarse stimulation arrays to detect phantom map distribu-
tions. The array types used and algorithms are (a) OVO-SVM, 3×5 multi-modal coarse array
(corresponding to 15×9 majority pooling), and (b) BT-SVM, 4×6 mechanotactile coarse array
(corresponding to 7×7 majority pooling).
Figure 3.22 – Examples of shifting error caused by a lateral socket shift.
Figure 3.23 – Absolute error rate EA and functional error rate EF vs. phantom sensation
coverageCPS caused by different degrees of shifting. The phantom map models used are 100
complete phantom maps with ﬁve ﬁngers (Fig. 3.6(a)). The algorithm used was OVO-SVM
with 2×2 majority pooling.
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Figure 3.24 – Error rates (EA : red, EF : green, ER : blue, and EI : Magenta, EP : black) as functions
of different degrees of shifting (no shift, 2% shift, and 5% shift). The rectangle spans the ﬁrst
and third quartile of the error rate. The line inside each rectangle shows the median value.
The two whiskers above and below each rectangle show the minimum and the maximum. The
phantom map models used are 100 complete phantom maps with ﬁve ﬁngers (Fig. 3.6(a)).
The algorithm used was OVO-SVM with 2×2 majority pooling.
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4 Non-invasive Tactile Display: Design
and Testing
The previous chapter (Chapter 3) has explored automatic phantom map detection employing
support vector machines. After deﬁning the phantom ﬁnger shapes and distribution, the next
step in designing the sensory feedback system is to develop effective sensory feedback devices
and tactile display. The design of tactile diplays is an important step in constructing the overall
sensory feedback system, which will be explained in the next Chapter (Chapter 5).
This chapter is organized as follows: in the ﬁrst section, a short introduction of different
feedback devices and psychophysical evaluation methods for tactile perception is given.
In Section 4.2, the psychophysical evaluations of two types of commonly used vibrotactile
devices are introduced. A multimodal tactile display was also build and the experiments
and corresponding results are depicted in Section 4.3. At the end of this chapter, the work is
summarized and concluded.
4.1 Introduction
Providing tactile information could potentially speed up reaction time, enhance the realistic
feeling, and introduce more natural interaction with the system [188]. In this section, state-
of-the-art non-invasive tactile displays (Section 4.1.1) and psychophysical methods (Section
4.1.2) are introduced.
4.1.1 Non-invasive tactile display: state-of-the-art
A tactile display is an interface using tactation to provide information [189]. During the last
decades, several research projects have focused on the design of tactile displays or tactile
interfaces from psychophysical, mechanical, electrical, and computer science aspects. Tactile
displays offer an independent sensory channel that the brain can process to further enhance
a user’s experience in a multimodal environment. The sense of touch provides a unique
communication channel because it is a proximal sense and it is bi-directional [190]. Tactile
displays are very suitable for communicating non-visual information [191] and they have
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been used in many ﬁelds including: teleoperation or telemanipulation [192], navigation [193],
gaming [194], virtual reality [195, 196], mobile devices [197], and so on.
Non-invasive tactile display devices can be categorized into four main modalities: mechano-
tactile devices, vibrotactile devices, electrotactile devices, and thermal devices [198].
One of the successful applications of mechanotactile devices in the market is the piezoelectric
Braille readers [199, 200]. This kind of device is based on pin display driven by piezoelectricity.
Vibration based devices have been tested on navigation assistance system for car drivers
[201, 202] and pilots [203]. For vibration stimulation, the variable dimensions for conveying
information include: frequency, amplitude, waveform, duration, frequency and interval,
beat, and location. Among the dimensions, waveform detection was reported as relatively
insensitive and hard to distinguish [204]. Duration and location are mainly used to compose
patterns. Variations of amplitude and frequency of a certain stimulation device are most
commonly used and widely investigated [205, 206, 207, 208].
Electrotactile displays can be made thin, light, ﬂexible and they have been used in sensory
substitution [201], gaming [209], and virtual reality [210].
Thermal feedback has begun to be incorporated into tactile displays to convey thermal prop-
erty of objects [211, 212, 213]. It is useful for object identiﬁcation, material discrimination
[214], and for creating a richer feedback about the virtual world [215]. It can also replace
vibrotactile feedback in bumpy environment due to its robustness against body movement.
The comparison of the four types of non-invasive tactile displays is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 – Comparison of four non-invasive tactile modalities.
Modality Speed Power Size
User
acceptance
Coding
parameters
Electrical Fast Small
Paper thin,
diameter
ranges from
5 to 10mm
Can
potentially
invoke
painful
sensation
Voltage,
current,
frequency
Mechanical Slow High Bulky High
Force,
frequency
Vibrational Medium Small
Small coin
size
High
Amplitude,
frequency
Thermal Slow
High (1 to
100W)
Thin (3 to
4mm) but
big
(10mm2)
High Temperature
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4.1.2 Psychophysical measurement methods
The study of psychophysics concerns the relationship on the applied stimuli and the human
perception of those stimuli [216]. Psychophysical techniques allow quantitative measurement
of the effects from different sensory modalities [217]. This introduction will mainly focus on
outer psychophysics, which is the research area relating the physical inputs to the periph-
eral senses (the inner psychophysics focuses on the to relation between the brain and the
perception).
Areas of psychophysical measurements
Most of the psychophysicalmeasurements concern two areas: the thresholdmeasurements (e.g.
minimal detectable signal) and the sensory attribute measurements (e.g. perceived loudness,
warm/coldness, stimulation pressure). The combination of the two areas provides a complete
picture of a tactile display. However, the two areas focus on different aspects of psychophysical
research: the threshold measurements describes the minimal energy needed from the physical
stimuli, while the attribute measurements focus on the perceived effects on the human side.
Threshold measurements
The threshold measurements are useful for quantifying the sensitivity of a sensory system. The
commonly used threshold parameters include: the minimal detectable signal or the absolute
thresholds, the just noticeable differences, and the two-point discrimination distance.
The absolute threshold (RL as in Reiz Limen), or minimal detectable signal, is deﬁned as the
minimal needed energy of a stimulus to be detectable by humans [218].
The just-noticeable differences (JND) describes the minimal amount of changes that is neces-
sary to evoke a sensation of change. It is often described by the Weber-Fechner equation in
the form of
w = ΔI
I
, (4.1)
where ΔI represents the difference between just noticeable intensity change, I represents the
initial intensity, and constant w is called Weber’s ratio.
The two-point discrimination distance describes the smallest distance needed for a person to
distinguish two simultaneously activated stimuli [219]. The commonly used testing methods
include grating orientation task, raised letter recognition task, and two-point orientation
discrimination task [220]. It is the lower boundary of the distance needed between two tactors.
Attributes measurements
For the attribute measurement, the focus is on the humans’ ability to identify or categorize
stimuli. One of the commonly used test is localization, during which the testing subjects need
to recognize the location of a certain stimuli. More details of sensory attribute measurements
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are given below when describing scaling techniques.
Psychophysical methods
Commonly used physchophysical methods can be categorized into classical psychophysical
methods, methods based on signal detection theory, and scaling methods. Among these
methods, classical and signal detection theory are used for threshold measurements while
scaling techniques are used for attribute measurements.
Classical psychophysical methods
Classical psychophysical methods were proposed to detect both absolute and difference
thresholds. Three commonly used classical methods are the constant stimuli method (Fig.
4.1(a)), the method of limits (Fig. 4.1(b)), and the method of adjustment.
The method of constant stimuli is the procedure of repeatedly using the same set of stimuli
throughout the experiment and calculating the proportion of correct responses. The percent-
age values of correct responses are ﬁtted with an ogive curve, called psychometric curve. The
threshold is normally the value where the correct response is 50%, although sometimes, the
25% and 75% thresholds are also used (Fig. 4.1(a)).
The method of limits is more time-efﬁcient than the method of constant stimuli, albeit less
precise. For absolute threshold measurement, the experimenter starts by presenting a stim-
ulus well above or well below threshold; on each successive presentation, the threshold is
approached by changing the stimulus intensity by a small amount until the boundary of sen-
sation is reached. For difference threshold measurements, standard and comparison stimuli
are presented in pairs, and on successive presentations the comparison stimulus is changed
by a small amount in the direction of the standard stimulus. One variation of method of limit
is the staircase method, shown in Fig. 4.1(b)
The method of adjustment is primarily used for the just-noticeable difference measurement,
but occasionally can be also applied for measuring the absolute thresholds. For absolute
threshold measurement, the experimenter ﬁrst sets the stimulus intensity level either far
below or far above the threshold and the testing subject directly adapts the intensity level until
it is just perceivable for him or herself. For difference threshold measurement, the testing
subject adjusts a comparison stimulus until it feels equal to the standard stimulus.
Signal detection theory
Signal detection theory is a probabilistic approach to model the human decision making
process in the presence of noise. This method takes into account that the same stimulus
may not always be perceived in the same way, due to, for example, environmental noise,
artifacts, or human errors (Fig. 4.1(c)). The most commonly used paradigm is the one-interval,
two alternative, forced choice experiment, often shortened as 1I-2AFC, where one stimulus is
presented at each trial with two alternatives to choose from, and the participant has to indicate
which of the two alternatives was present without a ‘I don’t know’ choice. The response is
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gathered and presented in a stimulus-response matrix, which was used to calculate the false
alarm and hit rate. The advantage of the signal detection theory based method is its ability to
estimate detection or discrimination performance independent of the response bias [221].
Scaling methods
The scaling methods bridge the physical stimuli with the humans’ perception by quantifying
sensory attributes. The basic idea of scaling methods is to assign numbers to the physical stim-
uli property. There are some variations in experimental paradigms. The most direct method
is to ask testing subjects to make quantitative judgments of perceived stimuli according to
the number assigned by the experimenter. The other method requires the testing subjects to
compare or match intensity, magnitude, or frequency of the perceived stimulus to that of a
reference stimulus [216].
Stimulus intensity
Proportion of ‘yes’ responses
0.5
0.1
0.9 N N N Y Y N N Y N N Y Y N Y N N Y Y N Y N
Trial Numbers
Responses
Stimulation 
intensity
Magnitude of sensory observation
Noise Signal + Noise
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1 – Selected illustrations of some psychophysical methods: (a) the constant stimuli
method, (b) the staircase method, and (c) signal detection theory.
4.2 Psychophysical investigationof two typesof vibrotactile devices
In this section, a study to compare two types of commonly used miniature vibrotactile devices
is explained. The purpose of this study is ﬁrst quantify the perception thresholds of vibrotactile
stimulation and then compare the effectiveness of the two forms of vibrational devices.
Due to their compact sizes, relative fast speed, and low power consumption, vibrotactile
devices are often chosen to be integrated into wearable tactile displays. However, the human
perceptions of vibrational signal is still not clear. Many of the previous works mainly focused
on static tactile perception. For example, the classic work from Weber [222] discussed in
details the static pressure thresholds. But static stimuli are essentially different from vibratory
stimuli. When a vibrotactile stimulation is applied on the skin, instead of just a pressure, a
mechanical wave will propagate on the skin as well as in the tissue under the skin [223]. So it
is inappropriate to generalize the experimental results from static stimuli to vibratory stimuli.
Some papers have discussed the skin perception when certain vibrotactile stimulation devices
were mounted on different body locations. Cholewiak et al. investigated the vibrotactile
localization performance on the forearm [223] and abdomen [224]. Jones et al. investigated
vibrotactile pattern perception on the arm and back [225]. Biggs et al. reported the relative
effectiveness of tangential and normal displacement of skin on forearm and ﬁngerpad using a
probe glued to the skin [226]. But no comparison has been made between different types of
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vibrotactile devices.
The most common types of vibrotactile actuators are linear resonance actuators (LRAs) and
eccentric rotating mass motors (ERMs). LRAs operate by oscillating a magnetic ﬁeld to vibrate
a magnet connected to the case by a spring and require an AC input. They typically have
one resonant frequency at which they operate. A complex driving circuitry is needed for an
LRA to track its their resonance frequency due to enviromental inﬂuence and manufacturing
variations. ERMs are DC motors that have an offset mass rotating about the center axis. The
non-symmetric rotating mass causes a displacement of the motor body to produce vibration.
Frequency and amplitude of ERMs are coupled, which means that an increase in frequency
(directly proportional to voltage) usually causes a linear increase in amplitude of vibration.
This work focuses on investigating the minimal detectable signals, just-noticeable differences,
and minimum two-point discrimination distances of vibrotactile perception on the dorsal
side of upper arm of healthy subjects using ERMs and LRAs. The mounting site was selected
due to practical considerations: the upper arm provides more space than the forearm and the
dorsal side is easier to mount the device without interrupting normal daily activities.
4.2.1 Experimental materials
The vibration devices used in the experiments are pancake-type linear resonant actuators
(LRAs) and eccentric rotating masses (ERMs) from Precision Microdrives Ltd. LRAs provide
a vertical vibration at resonant frequency; while ERMs provide a rotational vibration (Fig.
4.2). When the supply voltage changes, both the frequency and amplitude of the ERM change
linearly with the supply voltage within normal operating region. The characteristics of the
two devices are shown in Table 4.2. Two thin silicone (Hobby time) plates were designed and
fabricated, embedded with 9 LRAs and 9 ERMs, respectively (Fig. 4.2). The control module
consists of a microcontroller and custom-designed PCB boards with DRV2604 drivers (Texas
Instruments Inc.). A LabView-based testing interface was used to guide participants through
the experiments and to record data.
Table 4.2 – The characteristics of the LRAs [97] and the ERMs [227] used in this study.
Parameters LRA ERM
Diameter (mm) 10 12
Height (mm) 3.6 3.4
Frequency f (Hz) 175 f = 56.1V+16.71
Amplitude A (g) A = 0.83V−0.04 A = 0.6341V+0.10
V represents the driving voltage in volt
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Figure 4.2 – The custom-designed stimulation array consisting of 9 ERMs or 9 LRAs embedded
in the thin silicone plates. The LRA vibrates vertically. The ERM rotates around its axis. In
oder to avoid the cross-talks between each actuator, there is a ditch surrounding each actuator
(shown in the zoom in). The vibrators are arranged to provide different distances.
4.2.2 Subjects
Fifteen subjects (14 males and 1 female, average age = 24.9, ranging from 22 to 31) participated
in the experiments. All the participants had no previous experience with vibrotactile stimula-
tion and had no known neurological deﬁcit. Before the study, each participant provided an
informed consent.
4.2.3 Experimental procedure
During the experiments, participants sat comfortably and rested the forearm on a small
cushion placed on the table. They were wearing headphones with white noise to eliminate
any audio cues coming from the motors. The custom designed stimulation array (Fig. 4.2) was
ﬁxed on the dorsal side of the subject’s upper arm using a blood pressure cuff. The center of
the stimulation array was placed in the middle line of the arm and in the middle between the
shoulder and the elbow (Fig. 4.3).
All the participants engaged in the experimental session twice-weekly for two weeks. During
each experimental session, the display was placed on the same area of the subject’s upper
arm.
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Figure 4.3 – The experimental setup: The participant rested the arm on a cushion placed on the
table and followed the instruction shown in the computer screen. During all the experiments,
the participant wore a headphone with white noise. The tactile display was ﬁxed by a blood
pressure cuff.
There was no training before each experiment. One experimental session consists of the the
three experiments explained below. All the experiments were designed using the constant
stimuli methods (Section 4.1.2).
Experiment 1: Minimum detectable signal using LRAs and ERMs
During this experiment, only a speciﬁc actuator in the middle of the array was activated.
Participants were provided with 50 stimulations of different intensities. For LRA, the vibrating
frequency was ﬁxed at resonant frequency: 175 Hz, and the amplitude ranged from 0g to 1.2 g.
For ERM, the vibrating amplitude and frequency ranged from 0g to 2.0 g and from 70Hz to
185Hz, respectively. Each stimulation lasted for 1 s. The order of stimulation was randomized.
After each stimulation, the participants were asked to answer whether they could feel the
stimulation or not.
Experiment 2: Just-noticeable difference using LRAs and ERMs
During this experiment, only a certain actuator in the middle of the array was activated. The
whole range of amplitude (or amplitude and frequency for ERMs) was linearly divided into 4
standard stimuli (shown in Table 4.3). At each stimulation, participants were ﬁrst given a signal
from one of the 4 standard stimuli for 1 s, and then another vibration signal (the comparison
stimulus) within ±0.2g (for LRAs) or within ±0.31g and ±30Hz (for ERMs) of the standard
stimuli for another 1 s. After each two vibrations, the participant was asked to answer whether
he or she felt the differences in intensities. There were in total 40 vibration sets of each type of
device and the order was randomized.
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Table 4.3 – The standard stimuli for LRAs and ERMs
Number
LRAs ERMs
Voltage
(V)
Current
(mA)
Amplitude
(g)
Voltage
(V)
Current
(mA)
Amplitude
(g)
Frequency
(Hz)
1 0.63 26.0 0.48 0.95 16.9 0.70 69.7
2 0.79 30.9 0.61 1.18 21.0 0.85 83.0
3 0.94 36.2 0.74 1.42 25.0 1.00 96.2
4 1.10 41.6 0.87 1.65 29.0 1.15 109
Experiment 3: Two-point discrimination using LRAs and ERMs
Thirteen different distances were tested on each participant: 0.0mm, 20.0mm, 22.0mm,
24.4mm, 28.0mm, 29.7mm, 31.9mm, 34.0mm, 36.0mm, 37.4mm, 39.5mm, 41.6mm, and
44.9mm. One or two actuators were vibrating at the same time for 1 s and the participants were
required to answer whether he or she felt two spatially separated vibrations. The participants
were aware that there could be one or two active actuators for one test. The order of vibration
is randomized. For LRAs, The vibration frequency was ﬁxed at resonant frequency: 175Hz
and the vibration amplitude was 0.78 g. For ERM, the vibration frequency was at 100Hz and
the vibration amplitude was 1.04 g.
4.2.4 Results
The collected results of all the participants during 4 sessions are presented below.
Minimal detectable activation level results
In this study, each individual’s answer was plotted and ﬁtted with an ogive curve, resulting
in the psychometric curve. The 50% correct rate was chosen to determine the minimal de-
tectable level. The overall average minimal detectable activation levels and the corresponding
standard deviations of ERMs and LRAs are shown in Table 4.4. The average minimal detectable
activation levels of ERM and LRA during each session are shown in Table 4.5. The overall
distributions of minimal detectable levels are shown in Fig. 4.4. Because the results cannot be
assumed to be normally distributed after the Lilliefors test, Wilcoxon test was used to compare
the results between LRAs and ERMs. The comparison is shown in the boxplot in Fig. 4.4.
The Wilcoxon test has shown that the minimal detectable levels of LRA and ERM belong to
different distribution (p = 1.8139×10−7, indicating the statistical difference).
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Table 4.4 – The average minimal detectable activation levels of ERM and LRA of all participants
over the 4 sessions.
Parameters LRA ERM
Average ± standard deviation
Frequency (Hz) 175 69 ± 5.8
Amplitude (g) 0.28 ± 0.10 0.68 ± 0.07
Voltage (V) 0.39 0.92
Current (mA) 17.5 16.5
Power (mW) 6.88 15.2
Table 4.5 – The average minimal detectable activation levels of ERM and LRA during each
session
Session
LRA ERM
Amplitude (g) Amplitude (g) Frequency (Hz)
1st 0.22 0.69 67.0
2nd 0.26 0.67 67.0
3rd 0.29 0.69 67.0
4th 0.29 0.67 67.4
Figure 4.4 – The boxplot of minimal detectable level of LRAs and ERMs.
Just noticeable difference results
During the just noticeable difference experiments, the participants could choose the answer
between 1) yes, I feel the difference, 2) no, I did not feel the difference, or 3) I amnot sure. In order
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to evaluate the results qualitatively, an index JNDCI (just noticeable difference conﬁdence
index) is proposed:
JNDCI= mdiff+w ·mns
N
, (4.2)
where mdiff represents the occurences when the participants felt the difference, w is the
assigned weight, and mns is the occurences when the participants were not sure.
When JNDCI = 0, it means that the participants cannot distinguish the two level of stimulation
at all. When JNDCI = 1 and weight < 1, it indicates that the participants can distinguish the
two levels easily without misclassifying.
The JNDCI plots of LRA and ERM at four standard stimuli are shown in Fig. 4.5.
By adding the ‘not sure’ answer, subjective inﬂuences was introduced. In order to observe
how the ‘not sure’ answer affects the JNDCI, the JNDCI was ploted with different weights. By
changing the weights, the plots of JNDCI simply shifted vertically without changing too much
of the trends. This shows that the ‘not sure’ answer does not affect the total performance too
much.
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Figure 4.5 – The JNDCI plot of (a) LRA and (b) ERM at different starting levels when w = 0.3. St
stands for standard stimulus. JNDCI stands for just noticeable difference conﬁdence index,
deﬁned in (4.2).
Two point discrimination results
The correct answer percentages in the two point discrimination tests using LRAs and ERMs are
shown in Table 4.6. After conducting Wilcoxon rank sum test, there is no signiﬁcant difference
between LRAs and ERMs (p = 0.7950) in the two point discrimination performance.
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Table 4.6 – The average correct answer percentage of LRAs and ERMs during the two point
discrimination experiments.
Distance (mm)
LRA ERM
Single Double Not sure Single Double Not sure
0 0.64± 0.19± 0.16± 0.64± 0.22± 0.14±
20 -30 0.23 0.58 0.20 0.36 0.48 0.16
30 - 40 0.24 0.6 0.16 0.32 0.56 0.12
40 - 45 0.39 0.47 0.14 0.34 0.52 0.15
4.2.5 Discussion
The experiment results are compared between LRAs and ERMs in all three experiments. The
factors that have potential inﬂuence on the results are also discussed.
Minimal detectable level discussion
The average minimal detectable level of LRA is lower than that of ERM. But the standard
deviation of ERM minimal detectable level is smaller. One possible reason could be that ERM
needs at least 0.8V to enter the normal operating region (the linear region) while LRA needs
only 0.15V to enter the linear region. When the voltage is below the thresholds (0.8V for ERM
or 0.15V for LRA), the vibration intensity is very small and hard to detect. The results that
LRAs have a lower average minimal detectable level may be caused by the limitation of the
devices, not by the nature of human perception.
To compare current devices, LRAs appear to be good candidates for an ON/OFF application
because its relatively smaller power consumption and lower detectable level. It is possible to
further reduce the detection thresholds by increasing the stimulation duration time and by
increasing the area of stimulation [228].
Just noticeable difference discussion
From the results shown above, the stimulation changes provided by LRAs are harder to detect.
Participants also reported the difﬁculty of detecting the intensity changes from LRAs. One
possible explanation could be the different vibration nature of the LRA and the ERM. When
the supply voltage is changed, the LRA vibrates at a ﬁxed resonant frequency (in this case, at
175 Hz); while the ERM changes both the vibration frequency and amplitude. According to
Stevens’ power law [229], the perceived stimulation intensityΨ(I ) is given as:
Ψ(I )=K f (A2 f 2)bf (4.3)
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In which, K f and bf are frequency dependent parameters; A is the stimulation amplitude; f
is the stimulation frequency.
In order to examine how the change of amplitude and frequency affect the perceived intensity,
the derivatives of stimulation amplitude A and stimulation frequency f of equation 4.3 are
calculated (shown in 4.4 and 4.5, respectively).
∂Ψ(I )
∂A
= 2bf K f
A
(A2 f 2)bf (4.4)
∂Ψ(I )
∂ f
= ∂K f
∂ f
(A2 f 2)bf +2bf K f (A2 f 2)bf (
1
A
+ 1
f
) (4.5)
Because LRAs vibrate at resonant frequency, ∂Ψ(I )∂ f LRA
= 0. Assuming that frequency and
amplitude are independent parameters contributing to the perceived vibration intensity,
ERMs introduce a stronger change of feeling than LRAs.
Moreover, in ERM just noticeable difference tests, participants have a higher recognition rate
when the second stimulation level is higher than the ﬁrst one. On the contrary, for LRA, the
recognition rate is higher when the ﬁrst stimulation level is higher than the second stimulation
level.
In summary, the vibrational JND could be inﬂuenced by the cross-inﬂuence of amplitude and
frequency [230]. Some experimental results shows that vibrational JND are mediated by two
types of mechanoreceptors: the Meissner’s corpuscle and the Pacinian corpuscles [230, 231].
The two mechanoreceptors have different JNDs: the JNDs in the higher frequencies (mediated
by Pacinian corpuscles) are more sensitive to relative amplitude changes.
Two point discrimination distance discussion
For our study, when only one vibrator is vibrating, there is slightly higher than 50% of correct
rate for both ERMs and LRAs (64%). As the distance increases, the size with the highest correct
answer percentage is between 30mm to 40mm for both LRA (60% correct answers) and ERM
(58% correct answers).
Compared to mechanotactile stimulation, the two-point discrimination distances of vibro-
tactile is much larger. One of the possible explanation is that the receptive ﬁeld of Pacinian
corpuscle is larger than the other mechanoreceptors. Another possible reason is the vibra-
tional wave propagation [232, 233, 234]. Jones et al. have investigated the vibrational wave
propagation using 3-axis accelerometers. It has shown that the vibrational amplitude grad-
ually decreases as the measured points from the vibration center, following an exponential
function.
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During the post-experiment interview, 12 out of 15 participants (86%) reported a ´traveling
signal´ feeling. Most of the time, participants could not feel two distinct vibrations. They
distinguished the two actuator scenario from the one actuator scenario by the stronger vibra-
tion intensities and larger vibration areas induced by the former. The two actuator scenario
introduces a more ‘blurry’ vibration sensation. This could be explained by funneling illusion
or cutaneous rabbit effect [235]. This is a type of sensory illusion causing mislocalization on
the skin. Two simultaneous vibratory stimuli at a certain distance can cause only one pulse.
If the intensities of the two stimuli are the same, the felt stimulation locates in the middle of
the two stimuli. Otherwise, the location of the felt stimulation is shifted to the actuator with a
higher vibration intensity [235].
Some argue that the two point discrimination distance does not show the true spatial resolu-
tion of human perception because the summed intensity of two points stimulation and one
point is different. The subjects could also use the intensity clue to distinguish the two points
from one points [236].
One possible way to increase the recognition rate is to enhance the training. Because of the
funneling illusion or cutaneous rabbit effect, the distinguishing between one and multiple
vibration becomes rather unclear. Enhanced training might help participants to distinguish
better between single-site vibrations and multi-site vibrations.
Parameters affecting the performance
There are several factors that could affect the vibrotactile sensitivity: age, sex, individual
difference, fatigue, mood, etc [228].
Age
During this experiment, no signiﬁcant age induced differences in any of the experiment
is observed using Wilcoxon tests. The reason could be that all the participants are young
adults and the individual age gap is too small. However, some research has revealed age-
related decrease in tactile sensitivity for both glabrous skin and hairy skin [237, 238, 239]. This
decrease is not uniform across all the stimulation frequencies [240]. The reported data have
shown that the vibrotactile sensitivity loss is greater at higher frequencies (mediated by PC
channel) than in lower frequencies [240]. This could be explained by the loss of receptor due
to aging.
Gender
Because there was only one female subject in our study, it is hard to analyze the sensitivity
difference between two genders. However, several of previous research has indicated that
there is no gender difference in vibrotactile perception. Verrillo et al. reported that there
is no signiﬁcant difference of the vibrotactile thresholds measured on the thenar eminence
using different sinusoidal frequencies between the two gender groups [241]. This result is in
accordance with a relatively recent experiment conducted by Bikah et al, which showed that
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there was no signiﬁcant correlation between gender and vibrotactile perception threshold
at various hairy body locations [242]. Wiles et al. reported that gender did not affect the
vibrotactile perception thresholds at toes or thumbs, but it affect the thresholds on the ankles
[243].
Contact sizes
This study only investigated devices with a ﬁxed size. However, previous research has also
shown that vibrational contact sizes have an inﬂuence on the absolute thresholds. Verrillo
et al. have tested the relationship between absolute amplitude threshold and frequency on
the thenar eminence. They observed that the relationship of absolute amplitude threshold
of a vibrator with a large contact area (>0.32 cm2) can be represented by a bi-limbed curve,
changing with the frequency, but the absolute amplitude of a vibrator with a small contact
area is not affected by the frequency changes [244]. The widely accepted theory to explain the
differences caused by different contact sizes is the spatial summation ability of PCs. Gescheider
et al. proposed a model of the correlation between contact size and minimal detectable level:
the PC channel integrates vibrational energy (the square of amplitude A) over the area of
applied stimuli S [245]:
A2×S =Constant, (4.6)
where A is the amplitude, A2 represents the energy level, and S is the stimuli size [246].
It was also observed that at lower stimulation frequencies (below 40Hz), the absolute thresh-
olds for large contactors are the same as that of small contactors. In other word, there is no PC
induced spatial summation at lower frequency because the other three channels do not have
spatial summation ability [247]. One of the possible explanation is that PCs exist in the deep
layers of Dermis, thus lower frequency stimulation cannot reach and active PCs.
Temperature
The absolute thresholds are also inﬂuenced by temperature [248]. As the temperature shifted
away from our normal body temperature (around 34◦C), but within non-painful sensation
temperture (between 15◦C and 40◦C), the absolute threshold becomes smaller, i.e. the skin
becomes more sensitive. At the same time, the optimal frequency shifted from around 200Hz
to higher frequencies [249].
Learning effects
During this two weeks, four sessions of experiments, no obvious performance improvement
was observed. But participants reported that they were more comfortable with the tactile
array after the ﬁrst one or two sessions and it takes less time for participants to ﬁnish the same
experiments.
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4.2.6 Summary
In this study, experiments investigating the minimal detectable activation level, the just
noticeable difference, and two point discrimination distance using coin type LRAs and ERMs
were explained. The results collected from 15 participants, each has participated 4 times in
2 weeks, were shown and analyzed. For the minimal detectable activation level, LRAs have
shown potential application to transfer binary information due to its lower detectable level and
smaller power consumption. For the just noticeable difference, ERMs provide higher detection
rate. For the two point discrimination experiment, funneling illusion and cutaneous rabbits
illusion were reported. This could enrich the possible signals provided by the stimulation
array.
4.3 Multimodal tactile display
Applying simultaneous multimodal stimulation can be advantageous. Firstly, from a neu-
rological point of view, mechanotactile and vibrotactile elicit different mechanoreceptor
channels (mechanoreceptors are introduced in Chapter 1 Section 1.2.1). Secondly, from a
psychophysical point of view, the sensations introduced by the two types of stimulation is
different: mechanotactile stimulation produces a focused point sensation, while vibrotactile
stimulation produces a smooth vibration feeling. Moreover, the multimodal stimulation de-
vices can potentially provide multi-dimensional and multimodal information in a compact
conﬁguration.
Previous researchers have considered and designed different types of multimodal systems.
Caldwell et al. designed a cutaneous tactile feedback glove incorporating pressure feedback
exerted from piezoelectric and thermal display [250]. Jimenz et al. has constructed a multi-
modal system [114]. But the system consists of three discrete systems, each providing a single
modality. D’Alonzo et al. has integrated electrotactile and vibrotactile together [112]. The
testing results on healthy subjects have shown that combined modality has better or similar
performance than single modality. Considering that electrotactile can evoke painful feelings,
in this work, incorporating mechanotactile and vibrotactile into a single device is proposed.
The aim of this study is to test the hypothesis that a multimodal tactile device, incorporating
mechanotactile and vibrotactile feedback, can increase the subjects’ performance in local-
ization and intensity discrimination. The information transfer rate is also analysed in this
study.
4.3.1 Multimodal stimulation device
The multimodal actuator was designed for providing richer information either for upper-limb
amputees or as an wearable perceptual enhancement device, it should be light-weighted,
small-sized, and low-power. The designed multimodal stimulation device consists of a micro
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servor motor (Blue Bird BMS 303 ultra micro servo [251]) and a ERM vibrating element. The
coin-type ERM was integrated into the arm of the servo motor (Fig. 4.6).
Figure 4.6 – The designed multimodal tactile display device. This multimodal tactile stim-
ulation device consists of a servo motor, an ERM vibrator, and a custom-made, 3D printed
casing.
4.3.2 Experimental procedure
Twelve subjects participated the experiments. Five multimodal stimulation devices were
arranged on the upper arm of each participants. The placement of the multimodal device
guaranteed good contact between the skin and the stimulation device. All the subjects were
ﬁrst given 5 minutes to learn the stimulation patterns. After the learning phase, six sets of
experiments were conducted:
• Finger localization using mechanotactile stimulation,
• Force level identiﬁcation using mechanotactile stimulation,
• Finger localization and intensity identiﬁcation using mechanotactile stimulation,
• Finger localization using multimodal stimulation,
• Intensity identiﬁcation using multimodal stimulation,
• Finger localization and intensity identiﬁcation using multimodal stimulation.
All the experiments applied scaling techniques (introduced in Section 4.1.2).
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For the single modality experiments (experiment 1 to 3), only the servo motors were activated.
For the multimodal modality experiment (experiments 4 to 6), the subjects received the
vibrational signal together with a static force. The two modalities were applied by the same
device at the same location. After each stimulation, the subject was required to answer
as fast as possible which ﬁnger and which intensity (when applicable) was applied. For
localization test (experiments 1 and 4), 25 stimulation were given. Each ﬁnger repeated 3
to 8 times. For intensity test (experiments 2 and 5), three levels of intensities were given.
When using multimodal stimulation, the intensities of vibrotactile and mechanotactile are
coherent. In total, 15 stimulation signals of different intensities were given. Each intensity level
was repeated 5 times. The stimulation order was randomized. For localization and intensity
identiﬁcation test (experiments 3 and 6), in total, 75 stimulation signals were given. There are
in total 15 possible location and intensity combinations. Each combination was repeated 5
times.
4.3.3 Experimental results and discussion
The detection accuracy is presented and the information transfer are calculated.
Identiﬁcation accuracy
The averaged correct answer rates of all subjects are shown in Fig. 4.7. From Fig. 4.7, it can be
observed that multimodal stimulation has only slightly higher accuracy than mechanotactile.
Statistical tests have shown no signiﬁcant difference between the two.
Correct answer rate
MeLo MuLo MeF MuI MeC MuC
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
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0
Figure 4.7 – The average detection accuracy of mechanotactile (Me) and multimodal (Mu)
stimulation devices in localization (Lo), force level detection (F), intensity level detection (I),
and combined (C) tests.
Information transfer
As a communication tool, the central limitation of a tactile display is its information transfer
ability. The previous results mainly focus on the skin sensing ability (i.e., the resolution), the
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information transfer property of a tactile display looks into how much information and/or
how fast this information can be conveyed.
In this study, the information transfer (IT) is deﬁned as:
IT=
K∑
j=1
K∑
i=1
P (Si ,Rj ) log2
(
P (Si /Rj )
P (Si )
)
, (4.7)
where P (Si ,Rj ) is the joint probability of stimulus Si and response Rj , and P (Rj ) is the proba-
bility of Rj [252].
The tactile information transfer rate for each experiment are calculated and shown in Table 4.7.
From this table, we could observe that despite the reduced detection accuracy (Fig. 4.7), the
combined test contains more information than the other methods. Multimodal stimulation
has higher information rate than that of mechanotactile modality.
Table 4.7 – The tactile information transfer of mechanotactile and multimodal in localization,
intensity identiﬁcation, and combined tests.
Modality
Tests
Localization Intensity Combined
Mechanotactile 2.19 bit 1.09 bit 3.45 bit
Multimodal 2.24 bit 1.37 bit 3.75 bit
4.3.4 Summary
In this work, a multimodal stimulation device incorporating two modalities: mechanotactile
and vibrotactile was designed. A stimulation array consisting of 5 stimulation devices were
tested on healthy subjects. The detection accuracy results showed thatmultimodal stimulation
has comparable performance to that of mechanotactile stimulation (Fig. 4.7), but in this study
the vibration provides an extra dimension, and thus resulting in higher information rate (Table
4.7). The subjects spontaneously reported that the extra feature relieved the mental load, since
the vibration made them alert to the upcoming mechanotactile stimulation. To the best of my
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst attempt combining mechanotactile and vibrotactile into a single
stimulation device.
In this study, only localization and intensity experiments were conducted. Other possible
ways to use the hybrid stimulation device include incorporating different types of tactile
information, such as vibrotactile stimulation as slip detection feedback and mechanotactile
stimulation as pressure feedback.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, three experiments and the corresponding results engaging vibrotactile and
multimodal tactile displays were described.
For the vibrotactile modality, ﬁrst, two types of commonly used vibrators were compared
regarding their psychophysics properties using classical psychophysic methods. As far as
I know, this is the ﬁrst attempt to compare similar sized LRA and ERM type of vibrators.
The results have shown the LRAs are suitable for conveying binary information (on and off)
while ERMs are more effective in conveying multi-level information. Our goal is to provide
sensory feedback to upper limb amputees. Because providing the applied force is essential
for prosthetic control and a key parameter in sensory feedback, ERMs are chosen for further
integration (Chapter 5 Section 5.2 and Section 5.3)
The second experiment focuses on the testing of multimodal tactile displays. The display
consists of ﬁve multimodal stimulation devices providing vibrotactile and mechanotactile
stimulation modalities. The scaling testing results of localization and intensity level identiﬁca-
tion did not show signiﬁcant advantage of using multimodal devices, however, the multimodal
devices provided higher information capacity, compared to that of the single modality. More-
over, testing subjects reported lower mental load when adding an extra modality. This study
was conducted using limited number of testing subjects. The results can also be biased by the
limited number of testing subjects.
The knowledge gained by testing the tactile displays were used to develop sensory feedback
systems (e.g. the choice of vibrotactile devices) and the development will be described in
the next chapter. Both modalities (vibrotactile and multimodal) were integrated into sensory
feedback systems and testing with amputee subjects.
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testing
Typical sensory feedback systems for upper limb amputees consist of artiﬁcial sensors, com-
munication and processing units, and tactile displays. The different tactile displays used for
sensory feedback were introduced in Chapter 1 and Chapter 4. In the following introduction,
only the artiﬁcial sensing for prosthesis and the measurement outcomes used for a fully-
integrated sensory feedback system are presented. In the next three sections, three sensory
feedback systems are introduced in each section. The ﬁrst system is the WiseSkin system:
a vibrotactile sensory feedback system with a wireless sensor network. This system aims at
demonstrating the wireless technology used for body sensor network to improve ﬂexibility and
scalability. The second system is a multi-site, multi-modal sensory feedback system incorpo-
rating multi-modality stimulation devices to increase haptic vocabulary and psychophysical
performance. This system also has applied wireless communication between the sensing
part and the actuator part, so as to explore the potential application for tele-operation or
tele-manipulation. The third system is a ‘bare-minimal’ system designed to ﬁt the current
commercial prostheses, many of which are 1-DoF grippers. The experiments designed to
test the third system aim to test whether and to what degree this feedback system can assist
the user in simulated activities of daily living. The three systems were designed for different
purposes, and an overview of them is shown in Table 5.1.
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Proprioceptive and exterioceptive sensing for prostheses
One of the challenges for providing natural sensory feedback is the limitation of the available
artiﬁcial sensors. The sensory system is fundamental, the foremost part in providing sensory
feedback. Sensing ability is crucial for the automatic control of prosthetic hands, without
requiring visual attention. On the surface of the human body it is the hand that has the
highest innervation density (more than 17,000 sensors on the glabrous skin of the hand)
and tactile sensitivity. The currently available artiﬁcial sensors are a pale imitation of the
mechanoreceptors on the hand.
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Table 5.1 – Summary of reported sensors used in prosthetic hands
System Sensors Communication Feedback devices
WiseSkin (Section 5.2)
Five barometric
sensors, one on
each ﬁnger
Wireless sensor
Five vibrotactile
devices
Multi-site,
multi-modality
sensory feedback
system (Section 5.3)
Five barometric
sensors, one on
each ﬁnger
Wireless
communication
between sensor
block and actuator
block
Integrated
multi-modality
feedback device
(vibrotactile and
mechanotactile)
Single-site,
vibrotactile sensory
feedback system
(Section 5.4)
Two force sensing
resistors on the
thumb and index
ﬁnger, respectively
Wired
communication
Single vibrotactile
device
The last decade has seen the development of many smart sensing systems based on different
sensing techniques, to answer high demands in robotics [253, 254], medical research, minimal
invasive surgery and keyhole surgery [255, 256, 257], automation [258], agricultural and food
industry [259, 260, 261], the aerospace and automobile industries[262, 263, 264], and con-
sumer electronics [265, 266]. However, not all of the technologies are suitable for prosthetic
applications. Because of the nature of prosthetic devices, the sensors should be ﬂexible, have
low hysteresis and fast response speed, with low power consumption and low computational
load. Both proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensing for prosthetic hands were reported in the
literature (Table 5.2).
Proprioceptive sensing
The most commonly measured proprioceptive parameters include ﬁnger or elbow joint po-
sition and hand shape. One approach for gathering proprioceptive information is through
direct measurement. For example, in the RTR II hand [267] the Hall effect-based sensors
were glued to the linear slides of the prosthetic hand actuation system. It is used to measure
the displacement in the magnetic ﬁeld created by the small magenet attached to the palm.
Antother example is the Cyberhand [268], where the Hall effect-based sensors were embedded
in all joints of each phalange to measure the relative positions of each ﬁnger to the palm.
The other proprioceptive measurement approach uses an indirect method by observing the
electrical properties of the driving motors.
The commonly used proprioceptive sensors reported for prosthetic use include Hall effect-
based sensors (e.g. magnetic encoder), cable tension meters, motor encoder (rotary encoder),
and in rare cases, optical sensors and encoders.
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Exteroceptive sensing
The exteroceptive sensing for prostheses is essentially tactile sensing. A tactile sensor is
a device that gathers tactile information regarding the shape, texture, deformability, and
temperature of contacting objects, as well as vibration, shear and normal force [269]. Similar
to the proprioceptive sensing, tactile sensing methods can also be categorized into direct
methods (measuring the physical stimuli property in contact with the hand) and indirect
methods (measuring the actuator motor electrical properties). Due to the computational
constraint and the limited space in prosthetics, tactile sensing mainly focuses on contact
or force sensing, slip detection and temperature; while in humanoid robotics, the sensing
modalities also include texture, softness, and so on. Many prosthetic hands [270, 271] use
piezoresistance based sensors, either force sensing resistors or strain gauges on the hand
surface, for the detection or measurement of contact forces. For some prostheses, for example
the ACT hand [272], force is proportional to torque.
Some of the reported tactile sensors for prostheses include force sensing resistors (FSRs),
capacitive touch sensors, strain gauges, thermistors (for temperature detection), acoustic
sensors (for slip detection), and current sensors for the motor (Table 5.2). Very few of the
prosthetic hands are equipped with optical sensors.
Sensor description
The working principles, advantages and disadvantages of some selected sensors are described
in the rest of this section.
Hall effect based-sensor The working principle of a Hall effect sensor is that its output
voltage changes according to the magnetic ﬁeld. Hall effect sensors are commonly used
for proximity switching, positioning, speed detection, and current sensing [280]. They are
reported to be used for both proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensing. Hall effect sensors
have high sensitivity, wide dynamic range, linear response, and mechanical robustness. The
main drawbacks include its high sensitivity to the environmental magnetic ﬁeld and the high
computational load.
Strain gauge based-sensor A strain gauge based sensor is used for strain, torque, bending,
deﬂection, and tension measurement. It is normally attached to the surface of the object
under measurement. When the object deforms, the metallic foil inside the strain gauge is also
deformed, causing the resistance to change. The resistance change can be measured through
a Wheatstone bridge. Its thinness makes a strain gauge sensor suitable for wearable devices.
Force sensing resistor Force sensing resistors (FSRs) are also resistive sensors. They are
made of conductive polymer. Though FSRs are not suitable for precision measurement, their
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Table 5.2 – Summary of reported sensors used in prosthetic hands
Prosthetic hand
Sensing
parameters
Sensors used
RTR II [267]
Slippage detection
Strain gauge based force sensors
Hall effect based position sensors
Force sensing Strain gauges
CyberHand [268]
Joint position
(hand position,
object shape)
Eight Hall effect based sensor
Three tensiometer
Motor encoder
Accelerometer
tactile
On-off touch sensor
Three-component force sensors
Southampton Remedi-Hand [34]
Position Magnetic encoder
Force Current sensor on each motor
Slip detection Acousticc slip sensor
MARCUS hand [273]
Digit ﬂexion potentiometer
Force and contact FSR (1) (Interlink electronics)
Slip Miniature microphones
Ultralight anthropomorphic
robot hand* [274]
Force and position
Four touch sensors
Three ﬂex sensors
MANUS hand [35] Force and position Hall effect based sensor
Hand with soft rubber skin
[275]
position, velocity,
force
A distributed touch sensor with more
than 500 points
Five ﬁnger underactuated
hand* [276]
Force
FSR (1) (FlexiForce sensors, Nitta
Corp)
Position
measurement
Potentiometer
ACT hand [272] Position sensing Photo-sensors and encoders
Force
measurement
Motor current processing
FRH-4 hand [270] Position
12-bit magnetic rotary encoders
(AS5046 by AMS)
Force FSR(1) (Interlink Electronics)
SmartHand [277]
Finger joint
position
15 Hall effect-based sensor
Grasping force
5 tendon tension sensor based on
strain gauge
Position
Resistive poteniometer and digital
encoder
Contact
4 current sensors and four optical
analog tactile sensors
SMA (2)-actuated hand 1 [271]
Force FSR (1)
Temperature Thermistor (NTC, Panosonic)
SMA(2)-actuated hand 2 [278]
Joint deﬂection
measurement
Strain-gauge based joint angle sensor
3D printed low-cost
prosthesis [279]
Force
Force sensing resistor (FlexiForce
sensors)
Temperature Thermistor
(1) FSR: force sensing resistor;
(2) SMA: shape memory alloy;
* If the hand was not given a distinct name, it is named according to its characteristics in the table.
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thinness, compatible sizes, robustness, readiness, and suitable sensing area makes them the
best candidate for integration on the robotic hand. Their non-linearity normally needs extra
processing and calibration.
Optical sensor An optical sensor commonly consists of a light source facing a compliant
membrane. When the membrane deforms, the light distribution changes. The contact force
and/or force distribution can thus be calculated. Optical based tactile sensors are immune to
electromagnetic interference, ﬂexible, sensitive and fast, but they are generally bulky. One of
the other problems associated with optical sensors is the loss of light by micro bending and
chirping, which causes distortion in the signal.
Capacitive sensor Capacitive sensors are often used in portable devices. They show high
sensitivity and spatial resolution, wide dynamic range, linear responses [281]. However, the
complex manufacturing process and readout / processing circuity are a concern.
Sound sensor Both ultrasonic sensors and miniature microphones were have been tested
for slip and texture detection [282, 283]. The ultrasonic sensors detect the slip and texture of an
object in contact. They have a fast dynamic response and high resolution. But miniaturization
is a major challenge when using ultrasonic sensors for prosthetic sensing.
Piezoelectric sensor Piezoelectric sensors detect the mechanical deformation and change
the electrical polarization of the device [284]. They have a high frequency response, and are
therefore suitable for vibration detection. Their other advantages include ﬂexibility, lightness,
and wide dynamic range. Their drawbacks include their sensitivity to temperature changes
and a low sensitivity to static force.
5.1.2 Non-invasive sensory feedback outcome measures
The sensory feedback outcome measurements highly depend on the inputs (sensors), the
feedback modalities, the functionality of the robotic hand which the system is attached to,
and the testing subjects. Many sensory feedback systems consider only the feedback parts
without any inputs. These types of system have been introduced in Chapter 4 and will not be
repeated here. For a complete system, with a functional robotic hand or a virtual hand, inputs
(sensors) and outputs (feedback devices), the reported outcome measures can be divided into
a) psychophysical measures, b) kinematic measures, c) functional measures, d) embodiment
measures, and e) cognitive load. However, there is still no clinical assessment of the sensory
feedback system.
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Psychophysical measure For psychophysical measures, the main interest is the capacity
of the testing subject in perceiving the stimuli. Typically used outcome parameters include
minimal detectable levels, just noticeable differences, two point discrimination and haptic
information transfer (rate). Psychophysical measurements are the most basic measures and
they are often applied for tactile display access (without a fully-integrated feedback system).
This type of measure does not necessarily indicate the usefulness of the sensory feedback
system, it is rather an indication of human sensitivity to certain modalities and stimulation
patterns. Details on different psychophysical methods were described in Chapter 4.
Kinematic measure The kinematic measures are often associated with proprioceptive feed-
back. Commonly used methods include matching elbow angle with and without feedback,
and matching hand aperture with and without sensory feedback [285, 286, 287].
Functional measure Functional measurement for sensory feedback is still at an early stage
of development. Some tests create scenarios to mimic certain activities of daily living, for
example: (virtual) grasping tasks, (virtual) egg manipulation tasks, and object lifting and iden-
tiﬁcation. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one long-term experiment attempting to
assess the clinical usability of the sensory feedback system [288]. During the test, commonly-
used hand rehabilitation tests such as box and block test, block turn test, the cup test, and
one test from the SHAP (clothpin relocation) were applied to evaluate the effectiveness of the
sensory feedback system on three transhumeral upper limb amputees. So far, however, no test
has reached the complexity and thouroughness of upper limb prosthetic clinical evaluation
procedures such as SHAP [289].
Embodiment test Embodiment tests focusmainly on evaluatingwhether and towhat degree
a sensory feedback system helps the amputee to incorporate the prosthesis into his or her
body image. Different types of modiﬁed rubber hand illusion tests were adopted. Subjective
(skin conductance [105], proprioceptive drift [104], psychophysical temporal order judgement
[67], physiological temperature measurement[67]) and objective(questionnaires) outcomes
[67, 105] were applied.
Cognitive load Comparing the cognitive load with and without sensory feedback can also
be considered as a type of functional measurement because the decreased cognitive or mental
load while using the prosthesis can increase the usability and acceptance of the prosthesis.
Some researchers applied questionnaires (e.g. NASA-TLX [290]) and interviews to compare
the cognitive load subjectively, while others use standard tests, such as auditory 2-back tests
[291] and measurement of the task completion time, to assess the mental load.
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5.2 WiseSkin: a vibrotactile sensory feedback system with a wire-
less sensor network
The WiseSkin system has been described brieﬂy in Chapter 1. In this section detailed in-
formation about the system design, an evaluation and a pilot study are given. First, each
element of the close-loop sensory feedback system is examined (Subsection 5.2.1). Then
the experimental procedure and experimental results with a unilateral transradial amputee
are described (Subsection 5.2.2). Finally, the study is summarized and its implications are
examined.
5.2.1 System description
This tactile feedback system consists of ﬁve wireless sensory nodes, stretchable artiﬁcial skin,
a data processing unit, and a vibrotactile stimulation array (Fig. 5.1).
Figure 5.1 – The system illustration of the WiseSkin sensory feedback.
Wireless sensory node
One of the challenges for providing natural sensory feedback is the limitation of the available
artiﬁcial sensors. The sensory system is the foremost part of the fundamental principle for
providing sensory feedback. As the density of the tactile sensors grows, the wiring connection
becomes cumbersome and the implementation and maintaining become costly. The use of
wireless connections provides a cost-effective solution to the high density sensor network.
In the past decades, wireless body sensor networks (WBSN) have been explored for use
in implanted medical devices [292], ubiquitous health care [293], and patient monitoring
[294]. WBSN offers mobility, scalability, and unobtrusive information transmission. In the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2 – Wireless sensor node (courtesy of CSEM). (a) wireless sensor node PCB, containing
a barometric sensor, a micro-controller, and a wireless transmitter. (b) Schematic view of the
process of manufacturing the wireless sensor node.
current study, a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) based wireless communication protocol is used
to transmit tactile sensor data.
In the current system, a barometric sensor (LPS25H, ST Microelectronics [295]) was integrated
with a micro-controller and a wireless transmitter (IcyTrx, CSEM, Switzerland [296]) on a PCB
board (Fig. 5.2 (a)).
Barometric sensors have recently been used as tactile sensors [297, 298, 299]. They measure
the absolute air pressure. For a barometric sensor chip, an inner chamber is communicating
with the external environment through a ventilation hole, located on the top sensor surface.
The chamber hosts a piezo-resistive transducer, whose physical deﬂection depends on the
external air pressure. The chosen sensor has an operating range of 260 to 1260hPa [295].
The whole device contains integrated circuits for signal ﬁltering, ampliﬁcation, temperature
compensation, a digitization core and is endowed with an I2C or SPI communication protocol.
When carefully processed, they can be used as pressure sensors with good linearity, fast
response speed, negligible hysteresis, and high sensitivity [269].
The sensory node PCB board applied a ‘3D PCB’ concept. The module is composed of the
base plate on which the pressure sensor and the radio module are integrated, the protection/-
connection frame and an antenna mounted on the back. The on-chip antenna was a type of
planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) matched at 2.45GHz.
In order to enable contact force transduction, the sensory nodes are hermetically sealed in the
stretchable skin. The process was completed in a vacuum chamber to degasify the air trapped
inside the ventilation hole (Fig. 5.2 (b)). The vacuum degasiﬁcation process increases the
sensitivity of the barometric sensors [300].
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Stretchable skin
The skin is not only a scaffold that holds sensory nodes and maintains electro-mechanical
integrity, it is also a power supply for the sensory nodes and the wave-guide for wireless
communication.
The design and principle of the power distribution system is presented in Figure 5.3. The
scaffold is 3D printed using TangoBlack (Stratasys Ltd, USA [301]) and its shape is designed to
ﬁt the ﬁngers and the palm of the hand prosthesis. On the tip of the scaffold and the end of the
palm, holes were cut out for inserting the sensory nodes and the relay antenna. After inserting
the nodes and antenna, the scaffold was encapsulated by two metalized planes. Conductive
adhesive was used to connect the sensory nodes and the metallized planes electrically and
mechanically. The whole stretchable skin system is connected to a 3V power supply.
Figure 5.3 – Power distribution system. a) General view of the power distribution system. Wire-
less sensor nodes are embedded in a silicone scaffold and sandwiched between to metallized
planes that power the sensor nodes and form a wave-guide for wireless communication. b)
Wireless sensor nodes and relay antenna inserted into a 3D printed silicone scaffold. (c) Skin
ﬂexibility demonstration. Scale bar is 20 mm.
Characterizing wireless sensory node embedded in the skin
The skin system was attached to the Ottobock hand prosthesis (Sensor Hand Speed). We
applied a controlled force on the sensors embedded in the skin system using a load frame
(Criterion C42, MTS [302]) equipped with a 100N load cell. The hand was tied to a stand
and positioned with its palm facing the load frame indenter. Pressure data from the sensor
nodes was streamed to an iPad via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol. A custom-designed
LabView interface to visualize and save data from the iPad on a PC was developed. Acquisition
rates were 10 Hz for load cell (force) data and 16.6 Hz for the sensor nodes (pressure) data.
The indentation speed was kept constant at 0.2 mm/s while the maximum applied force was
varied between 0.5 N and 25 N. The sensors displayed low hysteresis and large signal to noise
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ratio (RMS noise of the barometric sensor is 1 Pa [295]) in the 0 N to 25 N force range (Fig. 5.4).
Over the ﬁve sensor nodes characterized, two displayed a larger sensitivity and lower linearity.
However, with the exception of sensor S2, all sensors had a repeatable response in the 0 to 25
N force range.
Figure 5.4 – a) Output of a sensor as a function of applied force. 10 loading and unloading
cycles are represented. b) Output of ﬁve sensors as a function of applied force. Error bars
represent standard deviation (n=10).
Communication protocol
The sensor data propagate through the metallization layers to the relay antenna and, subse-
quently, through the external antenna to an iPad. The iPad functions as the master node to
which the sensor-communication modules are connected using BLE and a star topology (Fig.
5.5). With a dedicated application, the iPad receives and sends the sensor data through WiFi
to a PC. A developed Labview software running on the PC processes the data and drives the
tactile feedback display attached on the patient’s residual arm.
Vibrotactile display
There are two aspects to consider when providing sensory feedback: localization (the ability
to locate where the stimulation is) and intensity identiﬁcation (how many stimulation levels a
person can distinguish). To achieve intuitive vibrotactile stimulation, the desirable vibration
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Figure 5.5 – Communication ﬂow chart of the sensory feedback system.
frequency is about 250Hz to stimulate the Pacinian corpuscles. The device should also be
compact enough to be integrated with a hand prosthesis. Two types of pancake vibrators
are appropriate: linear resonant actuator (LRA) and eccentric rotating mass (ERM). Previous
experimental results suggest that ERM provides better intensity identiﬁcation performance
[303] and is therefore used in this study. The device is commonly used in electric toothbrushes
and vibrating touch interfaces. Their robustness and safety have been proven in these ap-
plications. Five 10mm ERM vibrators (Precision Microdrive, UK [227]) are inserted in the
socket. To reduce the vibrational wave propogation, the vibrators are embedded through a
damping-reduction silicone bed (similar to the one shown in Chapter 4). The processing units
and the driver board were embedded inside the socket. ERM provides three distinct force
levels. The sensed force is mapped to the vibration frequency through a look-up table.
Power consumption estimation
For wearable devices, power is one of the major concerns. The total power consumption of
ﬁve sensors, micro-controllers, and drivers are estimated from the data sheets and it is in the
order of magnitude of 10mW. For the actuators, the vibrator average power consumption
with respect to the stimulation intensity is shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.3 – Average power consumption of a single ERM vibrator used in the current system
Stimulation intensity Frequency (Hz) Average power consumption (mW)
Weak 60 67.5
Medium 150 105
Weak 200 126
To estimate the daily power consumption, the typical scenario described before in 5.2.1 was
considered. The amputee will use the prosthesis for 16 hours and perform 3800 grasps daily
[304]. The 3800 grasps consist of 20% lateral grasps, 30% precision grasps, and 50% power
grasps [305]. For lateral grasps, one actuator will be activated; for precision grasps, 3 actuators
will be activated; for power grasps, 5 actuators will be activated [306]. Each grasping results in
1 s of activation time. So the estimated average power consumption for the sensory feedback
system ranges from 16.3mW for the best case to 90mW for the worst case. The best case is
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when all the grasps are light grasps (only weak intensities are needed) and the worst case is
that all the feedback patterns are in high intensities. The capacities of commonly used built-in
prosthetic batteries range from 700mAH to 2000mAH, and the typical nominal voltage can
be 7.2V and up to 11V [307, 308]. So the available power provided by the integrated prosthetic
batteries range from 315mW to 1375mW. So if we choose the large capacitance batteries, the
multi-modal sensory feedback power consumption is around 6.5% of the total capacity in the
worst case. This will not increase the power consumption dramatically.
5.2.2 Experiments
The system was attached to an Ottobock VariPlus Speed hand [309]. A unilateral transradial
amputee with referred phantom hand sensation was recruited and participated in this pilot
study. The subject is a 40 years oldmale and lost his hand 20 years ago during a traumatic event.
The amputee is a regular user of the same hand prosthesis without integrated tactile feedback.
The sensory feedback system is adapted to the phantom map of the amputee subject. In this
pilot study, we mainly focus on the localization performance using the vibrotactile stimulation
because the effectiveness of vibrotactile stimulation intensity perception has been proven
(Chapter 4), but the vibration wave propagation when embedded in the hard plastic socket is
still not clear.
Hand phantom map shape and distribution detection
Tomeasure and record the distribution of the hand phantom sensation of this amputee subject,
we used a two-step procedure: ﬁrst the amputee drew the shape of distribution on related
body areas subjectively, and then the investigator veriﬁed and recorded the result.
The amputee drew the phantom map distribution on a piece of thin plastic foil, so that the
result can be easily documented without any direct ink contamination on the skin. The hand
phantom map drawn by an amputee is shown in Fig. 5.6. Then an investigator veriﬁed the
result when the amputee was blindfolded. The investigator touched each area marked by
the amputee, especially along the edges of each phantom digit, 5 times in a random order
and asked the amputee to report his sensation. If there was any mismatch, the procedure of
drawing and verifying was repeated for each phantom ﬁnger, to improve precision.
Figure 5.6 – The phantom map drawn by the amputee.
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Once the phantom map region was veriﬁed, the hand phantom map distribution was doc-
umented with two methods: 2D on the plastic foil and 3D by a 3D reconstruction software
(Autodesk R 123D Catch R). The dimension and distribution could be precisely recorded by
the two methods.
Localization test
To test the effectiveness of the system, localization tests were conducted. This test assesses
the subject’s ability to localize tactile stimuli. During the experiment, the amputee subject sat
beside a table with their arm resting on it. The subject had ﬁve minutes’ training time prior
to the test. During the training, the subject could get familiar with the stimulation patterns.
During the test, the subject was blindfolded and given headphones to eliminate any visual
or audio cues (Fig. 5.7). The experimenter randomly pressed a digit of the robotic hand and
activated a vibrator. The stimulation lasted for 1 s. After each stimulation, the subject was
required to answer as fast as possible which ﬁnger he felt. The experimenter then recorded
the response. Each ﬁnger was pressed 10 times.
Figure 5.7 – During the localization test, the subject was blindfolded, wearing a noise isolating
headset, and ﬁtted with the sensory feedback system. The experimenter pressed the robotic
ﬁnger and the subject answered which ﬁnger he felt being touched.
The testing subject could easily distinguish which ﬁnger was being touched. Although he did
report a slight vibration of the socket, for him, the stimulation location was distinct enough to
make the identiﬁcation.
5.2.3 Summary
This section described the design and testing of a wireless sensory feedback system incorpo-
rating miniaturized wireless tactile sensory nodes, ﬂexible, stretchable skin, and a vibrotactile
tactile display. The typical power consumption and system delay were estimated. The system
was tested on one transradial upper arm amputee subjects. This system provides scalability
potentially to incorporate many sensors, in a high density sensor network, and the ability to
cover large areas. Even though the system was designed and ﬁtted for upper limb prostheses,
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the system could also be adapted for teleoperation, remote control, and surgical robots.
5.3 Multi-modal, multi-site sensory feedback system forupper limb
amputees
The goal of developing this system is to investigate the effectiveness ofmulti-modal stimulation
in psychophysical evaluation.
5.3.1 System integration
The multi-modal, multi-site sensory feedback system consists of ﬁve sensor modules in-
tegrated on a robotic hand, Bluetooth low energy (BLE) communication modules, and a
multi-modal haptic display (Fig. 5.8). A graphic user interface implemented in LabView
was designed for monitoring and interfacing with the testing subjects. The communication
between the laptop, sensors, and actuator driving boards is through BLE.
Tactile 
sensors
BLE Multi-modality 
stimulation array
Phantom 
map
EMG 
sensors
MUX +
??
?????
driver
Figure 5.8 – Block diagram of the sensory feedback system integrated on a myoelectric prosthe-
sis, consisting of ﬁve tactile sensors on the tip of the phalanges, processing and communication
modules,
Tactile sensors
Commercial piezoelectric barometric sensors (MPL115A2 from NXP / Freescale [310]) are
used as tactile sensors due to their high spatial resolution and their ease of integration with
other electronic systems [269]. Each PCB, containing a barometric sensor and peripheral
passive devices, was covered with a layer of silicone for protection and measurement. Each
sensor module (the PCB covered a silicone layer) was attached to one robotic ﬁngertip using a
custom-designed, 3D printed cap (Fig. 5.9(a)).
After testing different types of silicone and coating thicknesses, Hobby-Time silicone (Glorex
Hobby-Time 6.2407.405 Silicone Rubber, hardness shore = 35 A) with 5mm coating was
selected because it provides the smallest hysteresis and a good trade-off between sensitivity
and measurement range. To improve the repeatability and reduce hysteresis still further, the
silicone coating process was carried out in a vacuum system to reduce potential pinpoints
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caused by trapped air, which could cause measurement distortion.
The sensors were tested on an electromechanical universal test system (MTS Criterion C42.503,
MTS [302]). Each sensor was mounted in a macroscopic cylindrical indenter. Controlled nor-
mal forces with different load values were applied to the skin sensor module. The calibration
curve of each sensor is shown in Fig. 5.9 (b), which represents the averaged results over 10
repeated measurements.
Due to production variation and manual silicone coating, the calibration curve of each sensor
was different. To compensate for the variations as well as the non-linearity, the sensor data
was processed accordingly in the microcontroller so that the sensory data being sent had a
uniform response to the applied force. From the testing results, we could observe a certain
amount of hysteresis in the testing results, these could be caused by the silicone covering the
barometric surface. This has been taken into consideration in providing the sensory feedback.
Communication protocol
To provide more ﬂexibility to the whole system, the sensor array and the actuator array were
connected through Bluetooth low energy (BLE) communication modules (CC2640R2F, Texas
Instrument [311]). The sensory data from each sensor was combined through a multiplexer
into a packet. The packet contains each sensor’s ID (2 bits), pressure data (12 bits) and a
time stamp (5 bits). The wireless communication protocol implemented in the system is a
strict synchronous duty cycling protocol [312]. The communication module is scheduled to
wake-up every 100ms, i.e., 10pkts/s. During one communication cycle, the modules were
active during 20% of the time.
Multi-modal tactile display and driver
For sensory feedback, a multi-modal stimulation device was designed incorporating vibrotac-
tile and mechanotactile modalities (Fig. 5.10a and Fig. 5.10b).
The mechanotactile stimulation was delivered by two DC servo motors (SPEKTRUM [313])
and the vibrotactile stimulation was delivered by a cylindrical eccentric rotating mass (ERM)
vibrator (INEED Technology [314]). For the choice of vibrators, there are two available types:
linear resonant actuators (LRAs) and eccentric rotating masses (ERMs). Previous research
done in our lab has compared the two types of vibrators. The results have shown that ERMs
are more effective in delivering different intensity levels [303]. Therefore, in the current hybrid
stimulation device design, ERM was chosen. The stimulation array consists of ﬁve stimulation
devices, corresponding to the ﬁve ﬁngers. The design speciﬁcations of the multi-modal
stimulation device are shown in Table 5.4.
Both the vibrators and DC servo motors were driven by pulse width modulation (PWM) signals
generated through a microcontroller. The stimulation intensity is in direct proportion to the
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(c)
(d)
Figure 5.9 – (a) Each tactile sensor PCB, covered with a silicone layer, was attached to a 3D
printed cap and mounted on the robotic hand ﬁngertip. (b) Normalized sensor output vs.
applied vertical force. S1 to S5 represent the sensors mounted on the robotic hand from thumb
to little ﬁnger, respectively. (c) The sensor response (empty blue dots) and the applied force
(empty red dots) plotted against time. (d) The sensor response (empty blue dots) and the
applied force (empty red dots) in one testing circle.
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A A
B
F2
F1
F3 F4
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.10 – (a) The design concept of the multi-modal sensory feedback device: two servo
motors (A) push one cylindrical vibrator (B). (b) The multi-modal device integrated in a 3D
printed casing. (c) The multi-modal sensor feedback array arranged to match the phantom
map distribution of one test-case amputee.
Table 5.4 – Speciﬁcations of the multi-modal actuator
Parameter Values
Size 35 × 20 × 44 mm
Weight 30 g
Input voltage 3.2 to 4.2V
Vibration frequency range 100 to 240Hz
Max pressure 4.4N
Max stroke 6.5mm
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duty cycles of PWM signals. The duty cycles were proportional to the sensory value.
Power consumption estimation
The total power consumption of ﬁve sensors, MUX, microcontrollers, and drivers is estimated
from the datasheets and it is in the order of 10mW. For the actuators, the average power
consumption measurements are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 – Average power consumption of the actuators under three stimulation intensities
Modality
Stimulation intensity
Weak (mW) Medium (mW) High (mW)
Vibrotactile 67.5 105 126
Mechanotactile 820 1136 1400
Multi-modal 887.5 1241 1526
To estimate the daily power consumption, a typical scenario was considered. The amputee
will use the prosthesis for 16 hours and perform 3800 grasp daily [304]. The 3800 grasps consist
of 20% lateral grasps, 30% of precision grasps, and 50% power grasps [305]. For lateral grasps,
one actuator will be activated; for precision grasps, 3 actuators will be activated; for power
grasps, 5 actuators will be activated [306]. Each grasping results in 1 s of activation time. So the
estimated average power consumption in mW for the sensory feedback system with different
modalities is:
• Vibrotactile: 16.3mW for best case, 90 for worst case,
• Mechanotactile: 195 for best case, 333.75 for worst case,
• Multi-modal: 210.6 for best case, 295 for worst case.
The best case is when all the grasps are light grasps (only weak intensities are needed) and the
worst case is that all the feedback patterns are in high intensities. The capacities of commonly
used built-in prosthetic batteries range from 700mAH to 2000mAH, and the typical nominal
voltage can be 7.2V and up to 11V [307, 308]. So the available power provided by the integrated
prosthetic batteries ranges from 315mW to 1375mW. So if we choose the large capacitance
batteries, the multi-modal sensory feedback power consumption is around 20% of the total
capacity, in the worst case. But in real-life, the percentage will be much lower. The capacities
of commonly used built-in prosthetic batteries range from 700mAH to 2000mAH, and the
typical nominal voltage can be 7.2V and up to 11V [307, 308]. So the available power provided
by the integrated prosthetic batteries ranges from 315mW to 1375mW. So if we choose the
large capacitance batteries, the multi-modal sensory feedback power consumption is around
20% of the total capacity, in the worst case. But in real-life, the percentage will be much lower.
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End-to-end message delay estimation
The total delay from the applied environmental pressure to the phantom map is the summa-
tion of the delays from the sensor, the communication, the processing unit, and the rise time
of the actuators. From the data sheets, we could estimate that the delay of sensor reading,
wireless transmission, and data processing is below 10ms. The main delay was caused by the
actuators. From the data sheets, the rise time of ERM is between 50ms to 75ms. The response
time of the servo motor is around 50ms. So the total delay is around 60ms to 85ms. This
delay is within the range of 100ms.
5.3.2 Experiments
To test the effectiveness of the system, localization and intensity identiﬁcation tests were
conducted. Localization tests the subjects’ ability to localize tactile stimuli. Intensity iden-
tiﬁcation tests subjects’ ability to distinguish stimulation intensity. During the testing, the
subjects were blindfolded and wearing headphones to eliminate any visual or audio cues. The
audio cues are not too strong and no testing subjects have complained about it.
Experimental setup and procedure
In the current study, three amputees (all male and left hand amputated): A1, A2, and A3
participated in the experiments. The testing subject sat beside a table with the arm rested on
the table. For the amputee subjects with phantom maps (A1 and A2), the stimulation array
arrangement was adapted to his phantom map shape and put on the phantom map. For
A3, who does not have a phantom map, the stimulation array was evenly distributed with
approximately 4 cm inter-distance between neighboring stimulation devices. A phantom
map is a region on the body, normally appearing on the remaining stump, that could evoke
sensation of the lost hand [164].
Each subject had ﬁveminutes’ training time before the experiment started. During the training,
the subject could get familiar with the stimulation patterns and remember the pattern. After
training, the amputee subject participated in three sub-experiments using two different
modalities. The three sub-experiments are localization tests, intensity identiﬁcation tests
and combined tests. The stimulation intensity was divided into three levels (Table 5.6). For
multi-modal stimulation, the level of force and vibration are consistent. For localization tests,
all ﬁve locations were stimulated and the stimulation intensity was ﬁxed at medium level.
For intensity identiﬁcation tests, only middle ﬁnger position was stimulated. For combined
tests, all combinations of ﬁve locazations and three intensity levels were used. In each sub-
experiment, every stimulation was repeated 10 times and the subject received 450 randomized
stimulations in total. Each stimulation lasted for 1 s. After each stimulation, the subject was
required to answer as fast as possible which ﬁnger they felt or/and the intensity felt. The
researcher recorded the response.
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Table 5.6 – Stimulation intensity overview. The current was measured and the amplitude and
frequency were calculated from the datasheet.
Mechanotactile (N)
Vibrotactile
amplitude (g)
Vibrotactile
frequency (Hz)
Level 1 1.5 0.7 90
Level 2 2.3 1.0 140
Level 3 4.4 1.8 175
Experimental results and discussion
The experimental results for all three subjects and the overall average results using the two
modalities, mechanotactile and multi-modal, are shown in Fig. 5.11. Overall, the average
performance when using multi-modal has been slightly improved. It can be observed from
Fig. 5.11 that A1 (amputee with a phantom map) gave an improved performance after adding
the vibration cues in all the tests. However, for A2 and A3, the performance was degraded for
certain tasks. The reasons could be (a) A2 has no previous experience with haptic feedback
and (b) A3 has no phantom map, thus no intuitive mapping. All three subjects reported that
the added vibrotactile cue served as a ‘warning’ signal, which helped them to focus on the
coming signal. Therefore, less mental load was needed when using multi-modal stimulation.
Figure 5.11 – The recognition rate of three amputees (A1, A2, and A3) and the averaged
recognition rate during three sub-experiments.
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5.3.3 Summary
This section describes a multi-modal sensory feedback system incorporating tactile sensors,
wireless communication modules, and a haptic display with vibrotactile and mechanotactile
stimulation capabilities. The estimated power consumption and delay are reported. The
system was tested on three transradial upper arm amputee subjects using psychophysical
evaluations: localization and intensity recognition accuracy. Compared to single mechanotac-
tile modality feedback, multi-modal stimulation showed an improvement in the recognition
rate. Additionally, multi-modal stimulation also reduces mental load. The results of this study
are important for sensory feedback designs. They have shown the effectiveness of combining
different modalities for sensory discrimination tasks. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst complete non-invasive sensory feedback system combining mechanotactile and
vibrotactile stimulation, tested on amputee subjects. Despite the effectivenss of multi-modal
stimulation, in the post-experiment trials, we have applied stimulation patterns by activating
several stimulation devices simultaneously. The testing subjects reported being confused by
the multi-stimulation patterns, as well as ﬁnding it hard to distinguish the patterns.
5.4 Single-site vibrotactile sensory feedback system
Our preliminary experimental results have indicated that multi-site stimulation can be dis-
turbing. Multi-site stimulation can often be redundant because most of current prostheses
have only one degree-of-freedom (DoF). In this section, a vibrotactile sensory feedback system
equipped with one vibration element is presented. The system was integrated into a 1-DoF my-
oelectric prosthesis (OttoBock VariPlus Speed [309]) and one left-hand unilateral upper limb
amputee tested the system in deformability detection tests and fragile object manipulation
tasks. Experimental results and post-experiment interviews with the amputee demonstrated
that the tactile sensory feedback system is intuitive to use and has positive impacts on the
functionality of the prosthesic hand.
5.4.1 System description
The single-site vibrotactile sensory feedback system includes two force sensing resistors, signal
processing units, actuator driver board, a solenoid actuator, and external power supply (Fig.
5.12).
Sensing
Two force sensing resistors (FSRs) (Interlink Electronics, Inc [315]) were chosen to measure the
contact force because they are cost-effective and easy to integrate. Each FSR is encapsulated in
a custom designed ﬁngertip compartment and attached to the two active ﬁngers. The chosen
FSRs have 14mm diameter circular active area.
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Figure 5.12 – Schematic of the single-site vibrotactile sensory feedback system
Actuator control
To increase the reliability, two, instead of one, FSR were integrated into the ﬁngertip. The
sensory data is used for generating pulse width modulation (PWM) signals for the actuators.
The stimulation intensity is directly proportional to the duty cycle of the PWM signal, which is
proportional to the sensed data.
Sensors
Discrete contact mode
|Ft-Ft-1|> changing threshold N
Look-up table
Ft
Force level 1
Force level n
Y
Continous feedback mode
Look-up table
Ft
Force level 1
Force level N
Actuator
Power
Controller settings
mode 
(discrete/ continous)
vibration time
changing threshold
PWM generator
Figure 5.13 – The diagram of the sensory feedback system control.
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5.4.2 Solenoid actuator
The designed and fabricated solenoids were characterized regarding the size, frequency range,
force, and stroke. The characteristics of the solenoid are listed in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7 – Characteristics of the manufactured solenoid actuator
Parameter Value
Size
Radius = 12.6mm,
Height =13.6mm
Weight 20 g
Frequency range 1 to 300Hz
Max stroke 1mm
Max force 306mN
5.4.3 Experiments
One amputee participated in a set of experiments, including minimal detectable level and
just-noticeable difference tests, as well as two active tests.
Subjects
The testing subject was a unilateral transradial amputee, who has been using different types of
prostheses for more than 30 years. He has more than 10 years’ experience using a myoelectric
prosthesis. The testing subject lost his left (non-dominant) arm due to a traumatic event.
Experimental procedure
The test subjects underwent two types of active experiments and it is summarized in Table 5.8.
The testing protocol consisted of two active experiments: the object deformability identiﬁca-
tion test and functional fragile object manipulation test. The experiments were conducted
with both sensory-feedback-absent scenario and sensory-feedback-presence scenario on two
separate days to eliminate any learning effect.
Table 5.8 – Experiment summary of single-site vibrotactile sensory feedback
Deformability test
Absolute deformability ranking
without FB
with FB
Comparative deformability
identiﬁcation
with FB
without FB
Handeling heavy and
fragile objects
with FB
without FB
with FB
without FB
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Deformability test
The softness property of an object shows its ability to resist pressure. Unlike temperature,
softness cannot be directly measured through a single touch or at one point in time. Softness
detection normally involves exploration. Numerous sources of sensory information con-
tributed to determine the object deformability properties. This test was designed to determine
whether this single-modal, single-site feedback system, combined with amputee’s knowledge
of the EMG control (reﬂection of the hand position and hand open/close speed) are sufﬁcient
to recognize softness. Five equisized cubes (four sponges with different softness and one
wooden cube) were used (Fig. 5.14). The deformability of the cubes is similar to that of many
every day objects. The amputee determined the deformability degree by pressing the cubes.
Figure 5.14 – Five equisized cubes: four sponges with different deformability and a wooden
block.
The deformability test consists of two experiments: the ﬁrst one is the absolute deformability
identiﬁcation and the second one is comparative deformability identiﬁcation. During both
experiments, the subject was blind-folded. The subject was given ﬁve minutes to get familiar
with and remember the feedback patterns from pressing the sponges.
During the ﬁrst set of experiments, the subject was presented one cube (from the four sponge
cubes and the wooden cube) at a time (Fig. 5.14) and were required to rank them from the
softest to the hardest as soon as possible (5 is the wooden cube and 1 is the softest white
sponge in Fig. 5.14). In each trial, each cube was presented twice and in a random order. In
total, six trials were conducted. On day one, the amputee was deprived of sensory feedback.
And on day two, the amputee was presented with the sensory feedback. The performance was
evaluated using an error score, deﬁned as:
error score=
10∑
n=1
|answern − real valuen |, (5.1)
where n is the number of object presented in one trial.
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The error scores of the six trials were plotted in Fig. 5.15.
Trial
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Figure 5.15 – The error scores in the absolute deformability testing with and without sensory
feedback.
During the second set of experiments, the subject was presented with a pair of cubes, sequen-
tially. He was required to identify whether the ﬁrst cube was different (softer or harder) from
the second one. In each trial, 25 pairs of cubes were presented, among which, 20 pairs were of
different deformability and ﬁve pairs were of the same material. This trial was repeated four
times, twice without sensory feedback and twice with sensory feedback.
The confusionmatrix of the testing resultswith sensory feedback andwithout sensory feedback
is shown in Fig. 5.16. It can be seen that the average correct rate is much higher when sensory
feedback is presented (88% when sensory feedback is present and 42% with a lack of sensory
feedback). When sensory feedback is present, the accuracy is slightly higher than random
guessing (33%) because the amputee reported that even though there waSs no additional
sensory feedback, he could still get some feeling from the socket due to 30 years of experience
using a prosthetic device.
Determining object deformability is very important for reliable and safe object handling. The
way the amputee determines deformability is different from the way able-bodied subjects do.
For able-bodied subjects using ﬁngers, the process is one of direct contact. The deformability
detection process can be characterized by two parameters: a) the rate of contact area increase
and b) the rate of strain energy increase [316, 317]. For an amputee subject contacting the
object with a prosthesis, it is an indirect skin contact scenario, because the touch is through
a rigid surface. Some cutaneous information (skin deformation, contact area change, etc)
is missing. In this case, the detection relies on the force and displacement. In the indirect
contact scenario, the discrimination performance showed a signiﬁcant reduction, compared
to that of direct skin contact [318]. In our case, the amputee subject was able to estimate the
hand position through the EMG control signal and combined it with the force feedback to
estimate the deformability of the test material.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.16 – The confusion matrix of the comparative deformability test (a) with sensory
feedback and (b) without sensory feedback.
Moving heavy and fragile objects
One of the challenges of using prostheses is to control the applied force. The typical grasping
force of the prosthetic hand can reach 100N [21, 18, 23]. Depending on the design of the
prostheses, it is reported that prosthetic hands can apply up to 6 times the contact force of
that applied by natural hands [319] This experiment is designed to test the effectiveness of the
sensory feedback in regulating the applied force.
The experiment required the testing subject to move the heavy but fragile objects from one
wooden stand to another 10 times without breaking any. The heavy and fragile objects were
3D printed hollow balls with a heavy piece of metal glued inside. The subject was ﬁrst given
ﬁve minutes to learn to adjust the force accordingly. Then he was given eight trials, half of
which were with sensory feedback provided. The time needed to move the object 10 times was
listed in Table 5.9. It can be observed that the time needed to perform the task become shorter
after each trial. And the time needed when sensory feedback is present was shorter than when
the amputee was deprived of sensory feedback.
Time (s)
Trial number without sensory feedback with sensory feedback
1 31.3 28.7
2 31.0 25.5
3 23.80 23.5
4 20.5 18.0
Average 26.7 23.9
Table 5.9 – Time needed to move the fragile objects for 10 times.
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5.4.4 Summary
The sensory feedback system presented in this section is a ‘bare minimum’ system. It is
compact, relatively fast, and suitable for integrating into the prosthesis. The testing results
indicated that the sensory feedback device is indeed helpful for object discrimination and
manipulation even with limited training. Moreover, the amputee expressed his appreciation
for this system by saying that it was the ﬁrst time he could feel his hand since he lost it 30 years
ago.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents three types of sensory feedback systems: one with advanced wireless
sensory node and ﬂexible skin, one with multi-modal stimulation, and one with only one
vibrator representing the grasping force. The three systems were designed with different
goals. The ﬁrst system explores the possibility of applying advanced wireless communication
technology to the tactile sensors. It shows the potential to incorporate dense sensory networks
in the prosthetic hands of the future. The second system was developed to investigate possible
ways to increase haptic communication channels. The third system was designed to ﬁt the real
world user scenario and to start examining the minimal requirement for a sensory feedback
system to improve the amputees’ qualities of life.
All three system have demonstrated their effectiveness in their respective testing. The ﬁrst
two systems underwent psychophysical evaluation and the third system demonstrated the
usefulness of sensory feedback in object deformability identiﬁcation and object manipulation.
The existing prosthetic hands vary in their mechanical designs and control strategies. The next
step is to investigate the optimal sensory feedback system for different types of prostheses.
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6 Conclusions
Hand amputation is a traumatic event that has a high impact on the amputee’s life. Humans
have been searching for functional replacement since the middle ages. The development of
the active prosthesis started around the 1900s, with body-powered prostheses. Then, after the
Second World War, myoelectric prostheses were developed and have evolved since then. Even
though they are the most advanced prostheses in the market, they are still far from being a
complete replacement for the natural hand. The applicability of the myoelectric prostheses
relies on a closed-loop control, which contains both the feed-forward control path and the
sensory feedback path. This thesis addressed both aspects in Chapter 2 and from Chapter 3 to
Chapter 5, respectively.
6.1 Summary of the thesis work
6.1.1 EMG classiﬁcation
The ﬁrst step towards guaranteeing the functionality of a prosthesis is to ensure natural and
dexterous multifunctional control. The commercial prosthesis normally applies two EMG
channels, and the control methods are limited to proportional control for 1-DoF hand and
state machine control (sequential) for multi-DoF prostheses. The control methods are not
as natural as pattern recognition based control methods. Chapter 2 of the thesis explored
real-time control of the prosthesis by employing three types of datasets.
During this study, three aspects were investigated: the inﬂuence of commonly used time
domain features and their combinations, the inﬂuence of overlapping window and increment
sizes, and the inﬂuence of the proposed algorithms.
The empirical results indicate that the choice of classiﬁcation algorithms depends on the
dataset (the number of channels and the EMG signal quality), as well as the features intended
to be used. However, there are some ﬁndings that were consistent through the datasets
we tested: combined features generally produce better results than single feature, and the
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increment size should be as small as computational power allows, to ensure good results.
6.1.2 Automatic phantom map detection
The ﬁrst step in designing the sensory feedback system is to deﬁne the phantom map distribu-
tion. The current methods for phantom map detection are based on palpation, and roughly
drawing the phantom ﬁnger edges on the skin of the remaining stumps. During this work,
automatic phantom map detection algorithms were proposed, employing SVMs with different
decomposition architectures. Fuzzy logic and active learning were also added to the SVMs.
In the absence of wearable dense stimulation arrays, the accuracy and timing aspects were
tested on a) 400 ﬂexible and realistic generated phantom map models, b) ﬁve reported phan-
tom map images, and c) transformed phantom map images from the reported ones.
Among all the tested decomposition architectures, OVO-SVMs generally have higher classiﬁ-
cation accuracy, with a training time of less than 1 s. The added fuzzy logic further reduces
the error rate by decreasing the inﬂuence of noisy data and unclassiﬁed regions. Moreover,
active SVMs can interactively select samples for training, thus potentially providing more
representative training data and increasing the detection accuracy when the initial size and
batch size are chosen properly.
The potential performance using coarse stimulation arrays, designed primarily to provide
sensory feedback, was also evaluated and found to be much lower than that of a dense array.
They are thus unsuitable for reﬁned phantom map shape detection. We therefore propose a
two-step approach, ﬁrstly using a non-wearable dense array to detect an accurate phantom
map shape, then applying a wearable coarse stimulation array, customized according to the
detection results.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst attempt at systematic phantom map shape detection.
The proposed method can help optimize sensory feedback array arrangements, as well as
tracking the changes of the phantom maps.
6.1.3 Non-invasive tactile displays
The next part of the thesis focused on the design and testing of the non-invasive tactile displays.
Two types of modalities were considered: vibrotactile and multimodal.
For the vibrotactile modality, ﬁrst, two types of commonly used vibrators were compared
regarding their psychophysical properties using classical psychophysical methods. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst attempt to compare the performance of similar sized LRA and
ERM types of vibrotators. The results have shown the LRAs are suitable for conveying binary
information (on and off) while ERMs are more effective in conveying multi-level information.
Since providing contact force information is essential, ERMs are chosen for further integration.
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The ERMs are then used to develop a tactile glove. The developed tactile glove was tested
regarding their localization and foce level detection ability. The experimental results indicated
that tactile information applied to the back of the ﬁngers was easy to intepret even without
training. Another ﬁnding is that when the stimulation duration is less than 100ms, the testing
subjects tended to make more detection mistakes.
The third experiment focused on the testing of multimodal tactile displays. The display
consists of ﬁve multimodal stimulation devices providing vibrotactile and mechanotactile
stimulation modalities. The scaling testing results of localization and intensity level identi-
ﬁcation did not show any signiﬁcant advantage of using multimodal devices, however, the
multimodal devices provided higher information capacity, compared to that of the single
modality. Moreover, testing subjects reported lower mental load when adding an extra modal-
ity.
The knowledge gained by testing the tactile displays were very useful in choosing the modality
and devices used to develop sensory feedback systems.
6.1.4 Sensory feedback system integration and testing
Three types of sensory feedback systems were developed and tested during this preparation of
this thesis. The ﬁrst one is an exploratory system, integrated with advanced wireless sensory
nodes embedded in the stretchable artiﬁcial skin and vibrotactile stimulation array. The
second one is embedded with multimodal tactile display. The third one is a basic and cost-
effective system with only one stimulation device in the socket to represent the grasping
force.
Each of the systems serves a different purpose. The ﬁrst system explored the possibility
of incorporating wireless technology for the tactile sensors and indicated the potential to
introduce a dense sensor network in the prosthetic hand. The second system shows possible
ways to increase haptic perception by providing multimodal stimulation. The testing results
on the most basic system has shown that even simple sensory feedback can improve some
functionality of the prosthesis.
6.2 Outlook
This thesis aims at addressing the bi-directional control of the prostheses by investigating both
the pattern-recognition based myoelectric control and the non-invasive sensory feedback.
Many issues that still need to be addressed in order to provide practical wearable sensory
feedback systems for upper limb amputees.
The ﬁrst issue is the number of feedback devices. In this research, the testing subjects prefer
one actuator representing the grasping force, instead of ﬁve actuators representing the contact
force from ﬁve ﬁngers. It is not clear whether this preference was due to the limitation of
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the prosthesis (the testing prosthesis was a gripper with 1-DoF) or the sensory limitation of
the user. With the limited number of testing subjects, it is hard to draw a conclusion at the
moment. In the future, it would be very interesting to ﬁnd out the optimum sensory feedback
paradigm for different types of prostheses.
The second possible research direction is to test sensory feedback in a clinical setting. Most of
the tests on sensory feedback systems were based on psychophysical measurement, which
are mostly passive tests. However, in order to test whether sensory feedback is truly helpful, it
is necessary to test the sensory feedback systems in activities of daily living (ADL) scenarios.
There are many clinical tests for upper limb prostheses and hand rehabilitation. These tests
could be adapted for sensory feedback evaluation.
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